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Protocol extracts from the Menetekel protocols of 1959 - 1975 

 

 

Theme    :        In the service of science 
 
    :          Part 4: Years 1972 to 1975 
 

 

 

The following texts were compiled by the Medialen Friedenskreis, Berlin (MFK), a 

Christian/spiritual group, between 1959 and 1975. We are not dealing with the usual psychic 

transmissions from the group here, but with a specialised formulation within the field of psycho-

science.  

 

 

 

Preface 
 

At the beginning of every insight, wherever it was possible, stands a belief, a trust. Eminent 

scientists always strongly believed that if something is possible, that something will be discovered. 

Belief therefore proceeds everything. This is the very reason why the continuous battle between 

faith and the sciences is unnecessary.  

 

But as faith cannot do without common sense, science cannot do without faith. Faith and science sit 

in the same boat, because both of them can become ill in their own way.  

 

• The illness that can befall faith is false enthusiasm and ecstasy or the use of force, because all 

of them kill the common sense part of faith.  

 

• And the illness that affects rationalists is the discrimination against people with faith is a self-

inflicted kind of extremeness. One often omits to see these days that religion in particular 

defends common sense. 

 
Bad Salzuflen, March 2008 
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The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

January 1972 

 

Our research and experiments in the sector of our personal survival after our demise finds very little 

attention with the sciences. But our endeavours to publish and to disseminate the results have 

influenced mankind’s history just the same.  

 

• We can prove that we published the Big Bang Theory of creation years ago. It represents an 

important component of world science these days. 

 

• We can prove that we mentioned the Magnetic Train principle years ago and that we explained 

its function with the help of drawings. This train has now been built in Japan and it is supposed 

to be built in Germany also.  

 

• Beyond that, we also amended and correctly explained the Bible, particularly the Old 

Testament.  

 

A lot of other publication also received attention. But it didn’t even happen once that one pointed 

to our work, respectively the origin of these insights. We also never experienced a case where the 

sciences admitted that they can also be wrong. It has been established in spite of this that the sciences 

promote one mistake after another to eventually arrive at the truth the long way around.  

 

• Mankind must remember that the sciences are represented by human beings like us and that 

they can also make all the mistakes we continuously make ourselves.  

 

The reader might be interested in who belongs to our circle: All subscribers are naturally also part 

of it. They are made up from all walks of life and we not as one might assume, just an esoteric, 

restricted circle, but an international one. There are engineers, physicians, scientists, private pundits, 

theologians, writers, merchants as well as various intellectuals amongst them, but no politicians as 

far as we know. Isn’t this strange and very informative? We know that our scripts, in particular the 

Menetekel Brochures, are sent to eminent personalities by a number of our readers. But we never 

hear from these people. They armour-plated their soul and they are spiritually beyond reach. 

 

The sciences, particularly psychology should think about this once in a while: What are the reasons 

that lead to such a hardening of their consciousness? We will also deal with this in the future and 

ask pertinent questions during our séances.  

 

Our mission is indeed successful, but taking all of mankind into the equation, it is rather limited. 

But this will not slow our psychic research down. We will keep our eyes on the ball in spite of this.  

 

The philosopher Spinoza guided the whole world in a wrong direction with his personal point of 

view of GOD. Pantheism, namely the philosophy that GOD and the world are one, gave birth to 



communism with all its side effects. The effects of a strangely veiled atheism are enormous. The 

objective truth has a difficult time of it.  

 

We do however hope that our work, that has been going on for well-nigh 20 years, will gradually 

become exceedingly successful, because we side with GOD and we can therefore never tread the 

wrong pat or stand in the wrong camp.  

 

We appreciate the work the sciences do and we will never discriminate against it. But we do hope 

that its representatives will free their thought processes from all the prejudices of an antiquated 

world. It isn’t only about studied knowledge, but about a HIGHER KNOWLEDGE that still resides 

in darkness and still awaits its discovery by us human beings. The sciences must be absolutely open-

minded about this. We also started like this!        

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

February 1972 

 

The Soviet Union developed a camera that can photograph the ASTRAL BODY, respectively the 

colours of the AURA of people and animals. (Kirilian Photography) The question science now has 

to deal with is: 

 

 Does this ENERGY BODY contain man’s consciousness? 

 

The “Soviet Russian Dialectic Materialism” spread all over the world asserts that consciousness is 

tied to physical matter. But one has now verified something that spiritualists have known for years, 

namely that human beings possess an AURA. This AURA is however non-physical. This is the 

reason why Russian science does not feel comfortable to deal with this question.  

 

Through our research, which we conduct in conjunction with our otherworldly FRIENDS and 

TEACHERS, we managed to gain important scientific insights that we can unfortunately not publish 

due to financial reasons.  

 

• We do however know that neither the human brain nor the ASTRAL BODY contain one’s 

consciousness.  

 

• One’s consciousness is a very complicates SPIRITUAL PROCESS and it takes place within 

the cosmos. All MEMORY IMPULSES remain anchored within the cosmos and remain there 

virtually forever.  

 

• The brain as well as the ASTRAL BODY (soul) can make contact with the spiritual MEMORY 

PROCESS anchored in the cosmos. These IMPULSES are send and received on an individual 

FREQUENCY. One’s consciousness within the cosmos is kept in motion at a rate that is akin 

to multiples of the speed of light.  It matters not whether human beings are dead or alive, their 

consciousness doesn’t change one iota.  

 

• Only through reincarnation will the CODE of CONNECTION to one’s consciousness be 

temporarily lost and that makes it impossible to remember things from past lives. The CODE 

to one’s cosmic consciousness can also be deactivated under a narcosis or when one is 

unconscious.  

 



Death does not have a destructive influence on one’s consciousness. It can happen that one is 

incapable of targeting one’s memory cache for a certain period of time, but one’s ego-consciousness 

remains the same, even when the soul is separated from the physical body. There would be no 

séances and there would be no oral or written contact with otherworldly ENTITIES if this wasn’t 

so.  

 

One has achieved great successes in technically far advanced Japan in regards to research into the 

hereafter. A spiritual temple, costing millions and solemnly inaugurated, verifies the progress that 

has been made. Contact with THOUGHT BEARERS from the realm of the hereafter is a part of 

our existence. That we have to show an interest in these regions is as self-evident as the exploration 

of still unknown regions of our Earth. The way things are at present can be described as follows: 

 

• One sends illiterate people to universities, that is to say, one enters the hereafter without 

knowing the slightest about it.   

 

We know from our contacts that most THOUGHT BEARERS experience a great shock when they 

suddenly realise that there is indeed life after death and when they find themselves in a completely 

unacquainted JUNGLE without a compass at their disposal. But instead of being attacked by wild 

animals there are assaulted by damned souls in order to be dragged off to their SPHERES – 

something that is certainly not necessary.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

March 1972 

 

When the American inventor Edison demonstrated his gramophone in front of scientists, he was 

indignantly ridiculed: 

 
 “We will not be duped by a ventriloquist!” 

 

There are plenty of such occurrences!  

 

The fact that the spiritual accomplishments of mediums were doubted in the past brought about a 

situation where every additional evidence is now also questionable. Technology has now made a 

foray in this direction: The reception of otherworldly VOICES caused an incredible stir and the 

photographing of the human aura equally so. In spite of these enormous successes scientists still try 

to talk this evidence out of existence.  

 

What does the spiritual world situation look like? 

 

Scientists in the Soviet Union achieved the best results in regards to para-psychological information. 

Photographing the AURA has pride of place, because this opportunity verifies that human beings 

are surrounded by a non-physical SUBSTANCE that has been beyond verification up to now. This 

fact is beyond doubt. It seems almost incredible: An atheistic nation, one that persecutes religion, 

arrives at such a result! 

 

The Soviet Union must naturally also deal with this. But how? – One does a priory not talk about a 

“soul”, but about an ”energy body” instead. It is basically the same. But something much more 

important hides behind this, namely the fact that the Russians are less affected by scientific 

prejudices than is the case in other countries. The things they research are not influenced by 



anything, not even by the ideology of the Communist Party. There is no lack of educational 

opportunities and the sciences therefore make enormous progress, even in the field of 

parapsychology. So-called neo-psychologists are not allowed to speak and they can therefore not 

promote their nonsense.  

 

These inventions are however only at the beginning of their development. Once one recognises their 

enormous potential, one will tackle their improvement with all available means.  

 

To talk something out of existence is unscientific! One should therefore spend more energy on 

investigations that on endless doubt. All scientists on planet Earth must surely realise that the results 

gained in the field of psycho-science must make a contribution towards stopping all demented wars 

that are waged in the name of political fanaticism, because they must give way to HIGHER 

INSIGHTS. 

 

Every contact with the hereafter, whether of a positive or a negative nature, verifies that everything 

we do here on Earth will have to be given account of! Base souls reliably verify that they are not 

having a good time and that they have caused the miserable conditions they are in themselves. Only 

once this fact becomes part of people’s general knowledge will war experts stop scuffing with other 

nations. The belief in a devil is no aerial fancy and every researcher into the hereafter easily finds 

this out. It is high time for other scientists to gain this insight. Let’s hope with some confidence that 

technology is capable of verifying this.  

 

Whether contacts with decedents is worthwhile or not may still be up in the air. But contacts that 

verify that a DIVINE and a DEMONIC ORGANISATION exists in the hereafter are of enormous 

importance and momentousness. This insight is exactly what we require these days, because 

mankind is up to its neck in trouble.  

 

People’s interest in this truth is enormous, but it is a case of making this truth public in a correct 

and comprehensible fashion. The great pioneers within spiritualism will soon be listened to again.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

April 1972 

 

One is still looking for the functions of the soul that one always assumed to be within the brain. 

Millions of financial means are placed at the disposal of this research. The sciences however back 

the wrong horse. It is quite possible that other insights are gained through these experiments, but 

the soul will not be detected within the brain, because it is located outside this nerve centre. Lots of 

deceptions lead scientist astray. 

 

• The physical body of human beings and animals are perfect doubles, remote-controlled by the 

soul.  

 

The deception is due to the electrical currents the activities of the brain produce. But the secondary 

effect has nothing to do with the soul. Russian measurements ascertained that thoughts have nothing 



to do with electrical impulses. Thoughts can however enhance the activities of the brain the way 

thoughts are actually also able to change the blood pressure and the activity of the heart.  

 

• One’s actual consciousness does not reside in the brain, the brain as a relay is there to 

transform all sensory perceptions and feelings to then direct them to the soul.  

 

Millions of Dollars are spent in the USA to experiments with mice. Thousands of rats and mice are 

dissected in order to analyse their brain mass. One was able to garner a compound from the brain of 

rats that is suitable for transmission to other brains of rats. One is now able to change the 

behaviourism of these rats. All of these costly and difficult experiments through horrid vivisections 

certainly do not verify that consciousness in present in the brain. The soul only deals with a changed 

brain and it has to put up with it.  

 

The direction this research has taken however verifies just how powerful atheism really is. It 

virtually borders on fanaticism! It therefore comes as no surprise that the results of genuine research 

are simply ignored. Even if they would find observance, they would still be atheistically interpreted 

and accordingly defined.   

 

Despots in a position to decide over people’s physical life or death are guided by the sciences and 

for as long as the sciences are backing the wrong horse, they will show no pangs of remorse and 

also behave atheistically.  

 

We experienced that highly intelligent people (Engineers, scientists and even captains of industry) 

received an enormous shock when confronted with the objective truth at our séances. Just how these 

people dealt with their experiences is beyond our knowledge. There is however a danger that 

constant atheistic irrigation will eventually snuff out their belief in what they experienced. 

 

Really serious seekers of the truth, those with an opportunity to personally orientate themselves, 

think differently. They remain members of a spiritual circle for years and they have a constant 

opportunity to deal with their doubts over again. 

 

• Nobody on Earth could be so dumb and not be clear about what really takes place after 1,000 

séances. 

 

Scientists who reject life after death as a matter of principle did unfortunately not have the 

opportunity to objectively orientate themselves. This is often due to the fact that millions are 

provided for experiments with rats, but not one Dollar for research conducted at séances.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

May 1972 

 

One has to make a distinction between academic science and private science: 

 

• Academic science is encumbered with many prejudices because of the way it is taught, 

prejudices that should be seen as dogmas.  

 

• Private science in contrast ignores these dogmas.  

 



The question of whether a scientific field of knowledge that is part of religion will be acknowledged 

by academic science remains unanswered. This is certainly the case with private science. This 

category certainly includes spiritualism. This field of research is extremely important because it 

deals with the far greater part of the human existence. We are dealing with a case of terra incognito, 

an undiscovered land one is afraid to discover.  

 

Religion demands giving account and discernment. These are two demands that cannot be agreed 

upon by the sciences. All leaders of mankind are unfortunately guided by the behaviourism of 

academic science. The demands for discernment and for having to give account for one’s actions 

therefore have no pertinence for them. The results of this can be seen on a daily basis. 

 

Science and religion opposed one another like fire and water. The sciences reject all miracles, whilst 

religion needs miracles to explain GOD’S existence. But the fact that GOD cannot be explained 

means that people do not require miracles, because they do not help here either. It is however 

important that people care about their individual future, because it does not come to an end with 

their demise, it actually really begins. The soul, something one prefers to deny existence, utilises a 

different BODY after death. This metamorphosis is not really difficult to grasp. The thing that makes 

people balk at this is one’s responsibility for one’s terrestrial existence. 

 

Atheistic Russia gained enormous insights in the field of para-science. It is therefore about time that 

the connotation of “para-science” is discarded, because this so-called para-science now turns 

empirical – and should therefore be part of all universities curriculum. Even if these insights are 

presently still relatively non-distinct, they touch upon an area of life of enormous complexity, 

because it is akin to the 7/8 of an iceberg that floats below the water’s surface.  

 

The realm of the spirit is the GREAT OCEAN that everything flows into. People will find the 

explanation for everything that cannot be explained here on Earth in the realm of the spirit – the 

explanation of GOD also. It is at any rate an absolute Church initiated fairy-tale to compare GOD 

to a human being. This mistake is found in the Bible, a book that is incorrect anyway, because GOD 

never created man in “HIS likeness”, he only endowed man with a mind that allows man to 

collaborate in creation. This mind is however misused in the worst kind of way. The sciences offer 

an opportunity for this and they provide the required help and protection. 

 

Once people comprehend that they have to accept the idea of giving account and exhibit 

discernment, wars will no longer rage on Earth and also not in the hereafter, because it is an 

established fact that the hostile attitude of warmongering nations is continued in the lower 

SPHERES of the spiritual realm. We can recognise here just how elemental the negative 

behaviourism of mankind is, a mankind that draws its courage to behave in a negative way from the 

behaviourism of academic science.  

 

Empirical science must gather the courage to promote the truth, it will otherwise no longer deserve 

to be called that. They must also accept the concept of discernment and of having to give account!        

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

June 1972 

 

One hears laments from the civilised world that the opportunities of education no longer suffice. 

This state leads to great tensions and this can degenerate into a veritable battle. One tries to find the 

reasons for this and blames the staff of educational centres for this. The rebellious attitude of 



academic youth is particularly influenced by a curriculum that no longer complies with today’s 

expectations. Young people are supposed to absorb as many insights as possible and specifically 

new insights. One does however not know how one can cram this comprehensive knowledge into 

the heads of these people. What is lacking is a “Nuremberg Funnel”.  

 

After 20 years of contact with the realm of the spirit that far outshines our terrestrial knowledge, we 

have come to the conclusion that a mistake predominates here that is unfortunately not given enough 

attention to: The curriculum that is important for us also, contains too many old, superseded views, 

philosophies and dogmas that are incorrect. This material also contains mistakes that give birth to a 

whole series of other mistakes that indicate false directions that can only end up in chaos. Let’s just 

take one example: Adolescents are still influenced by a false religion. One drums into them that 

there are no spirit beings, that the “dead” do not continue to live and that there is no hereafter. 

Enormously important facts are totally twisted about, falsely interpreted or completely disputed. In 

addition to this comes the fact that teaching staff is also not oriented enough and does not know the 

truth either.  

 

One loves the past much more instead. The past features an immense ampleness of negative heroic 

deeds that are widely promoted and that one can longer get away from – and besides historical 

numbers – have hardly any meaning in the lives of future generations. One could say that the devil 

has a field day, because one reliefs him of a lot of work in this way.  

 

It is a fact that young people are offered learning materials that contain a hair-raising amount of 

events that are absolutely unimportant in regards to their daily existence. All of this would have to 

be classified and sorted, because everything negative belongs on the rubbish dump.  

 

• There is not a lack of good teachers, but rather a lack of people capable of reviewing the 

curriculum.  

 

Adolescents, in addition to this, lack a very specific subject matter either at universities or schools, 

one that rates higher than any philosophy, namely a lesson in good moral conduct. Morals are more 

important that sociology, because it is imperative in regards to social justice. It is unfortunately 

missing from almost all sociological contemplations, because pure traditions have always glorified 

brute force. The results of this can be clearly seen all over the world.  

 

• Young people’s character are being bend in a negative fashion. 

 

Politics remains important, it is however, according to where it is taught, aligned with a very specific 

philosophy. Party-mania represents a considerable part at all places of learning. Where are the 

responsible leaders of mankind that could change this?  

 

The new order within pedagogics must have the courage to muck out the old shelves, because 

everything that’s collected there is like a poison for the people, actually for all of mankind. It’s not 

a matter of quantity but a matter of quality of knowledge. The sciences have the duty to not just deal 

with the new, but also to do without the old, because it has a calamitous influence on mankind.  

 

 
 
 
 
 



The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

July 1972 

 

Neurologists are still wrongly orientated. This is the reason why it is very difficult to help people 

with nervous disorders, particularly those affected by possession. In regards to neurology, university 

knowledge is not just inadequate, it is also wrong in some extremely important points. Academic 

obstinacy however prevents a change of direction from taking place. A number of researchers have 

indeed pointed this evil out, but their admonitions went unheard. One is all too aware of the 

consequences if one had to admit that the sciences have feared and avoided the truth for centuries.  

 

Dr. Wickland verified the validity of possession in the protocols contained in his book “30 Years 

amongst the dead”. Dr. Emil Mattiesen also provided scientific evidence of life after death in his 

three volumes. Academic science is however not interested in such evidence, because it does not fit 

in with their prestige. Prestige is more important to them than the truth and its definite evidence! 

 

• Possession is the occupation of a psychically gifted person by a base otherworldly spirit.  

 

This condition is however called “schizophrenia”. The phrase, “a split personality leads to thoughts 

of illusion” is still being bandied about.  

 

But how can one differentiate between a possession and a spilt personality? Neurologist’s reference 

books literally state: 

 
 “Eerie moods probably produce insane images of world catastrophes. Hell is perceived, but heavenly 

scenes are also experienced or hallucinated. Patients try to interpret their eerie experiences. This condition 

is enhanced through excessive piousness. They believe to be in direct contact with Saints that give them 

instructions.” 

 

Based on our 20 years of research we can say the following: 

 

• A possession is present when the patient, respectively the possessed, is telepathically 

approached and is given assignments. Running amok is also part of this. The moment the 

religious character of the possession comes to the fore, the otherworldly induced possession 

is verified.  

 

• Signs of improvements become apparent when the patient – who is unfortunately never 

enlightened – no longer answers back and can ignore all of these ORDERS (without 

alleviating psychic drugs).  

 

• Electrical shocks evict possession spirits, because they have a direct relationship with the 

physical body of the victim. If not successful, the electrical shock treatment must be repeated. 

As spirits can understand every word, one can threaten them a priory before taking these 

extreme measures.  

 

GOD will never give anyone an ORDER! Abraham’s biblical command to kill his son was nothing 

else but a case of possession. In order to give these otherworldly COMMANDS, who stem from 

DAMNED SOULS from the hereafter, (one can also call them demons), emphasis, one demands 



absolutely obeisance in “GOD’S MAME”. Those that refuse are told that their soul is lost and that 

they will end up in hell unless they obey.  

 

Those so possessed naturally have sufficient logic to very well determine whether the VOICES they 

hear stem from the hereafter. They also receive specific evidence that is provided to them. The 

moment the possessed are convinced that the telepathic VOICES are genuine, they believe every 

word these hoaxing and lying spirits come up with. They are even prepared to carry out a so 

commanded assassination in order to avoid going to hell.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

August 1972 

 

The extra-terrestrial universal teacher ASHTAR SHERAN explained to us that human beings are 

virtually pre-programmed through their pre-existence, that is to say, through many past 

reincarnations and this is why they have not stopped their warmongering. The doctrine of 

reincarnation is indeed still very controversial, but there is enough evidence to suggest that people 

do not live only the once here on Earth. A singular life would not suffice to spiritually develop 

people to the required standard. No child would be able to deal with today’s world if it was not in 

possession of intuitive remembrances.  

 

These explanations from an extra-terrestrial human friend are now affirmed by science. Behavioural 

research conducted by Professor Eibl-Eibensfeldy1 provide us with guidance in regards to the pre-

programming of human being. These observations were made with healthy and also with blind 

children. A lot of the gestures of native tribes were also investigated and compared. Blind children 

behave in a way that could not possibly stem from their learning experiences, they are congenital. 

But here is the point where this assumption is no longer correct; because Professor Eibl-Eibenfeldt 

is of the opinion that man’s genetic factors contain and pass down this pre-programming. This 

spiritual inheritance however stems from way back in the past. 

 

Tests made at the Max-Planck-Institute for Behavioural Physiology in Percha, provide the picture 

that human beings are born with intuitive experiences on board and that is why they very quickly 

find their way. These conclusions unfortunately exclude the reincarnation of the human soul. The 

actual findings are indeed correct, but the conclusions garnered from them are not.  

 

The American researchers Ball and Tronick also experimented with infants that displayed 

behaviourisms that indicated that they were dealing with ORIGINAL-INFORMATION.  

 

We concur with the statements made by ASHTAR SHERAN, he surely knows better as one can 

read in our brochures “Cosmic giants 1-3”. People spiritually grow with every reincarnation. But 

the experiences garnered in the hereafter also play an important role. The physical genetic 

 
1 Eibl-Eibenfeldt, Irenäus, born in Vienna 15-6-1928, Austrian behavioural researcher, professor of Zoology in Munich; he studied the various 

forms of inner and inter-species communication with people and animals. 



information is not supplied with ORIGINAL-INFORMATION, we are dealing with a spiritual 

FACTOR that affects the soul.  

 

• For as long as one knows too little about the soul or even rejects its existence and for as long 

as one places its functions within the brain, scientific research will always come to the wrong 

conclusions. 

 

It is therefore advisable for universities to deal with spiritual experiences to a greater extent, because 

spiritualism with its extensive insights is still not taught at these institutions. Young people however 

had an intuitive sense that universities conceal an enormously important insights for a long time. 

This feeling can also be an ORIGINAL-INFORMATION, because this INFORMATION does not 

just last during one’s childhood, they continue through many lifetimes. We ask ourselves just who 

is interested in the concealment of such truths and who is to blame?  

 

With a little goodwill, mankind could occupy a completely different and a much higher spiritual 

level. The spiritual level of terrestrial human beings is generally much worse than most people 

assume. 

 

We always endeavour to provide the sciences with important hints and to answer the questions this 

sector asks us.  

 

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

September 1972 

 

Pundits have rejected the supernatural for centuries and explained that all endeavours by researchers 

in this field of knowledge as either deceptions or mental delusions. The development of technology 

has finally effected a change. The things that were regarded a deception or imagination are now 

scientifically confirmed.  

 

The question is now whether anything supernatural actually exists? We are rather of the opinion that 

the so-called supernatural is indeed natural and that it represents a considerable, if not the most 

important part of the human existence.  

 

Just how slowly these insights penetrate into the sciences is clearly apparent. In spite of the 

enormous progress made in this field of knowledge, universities are even less informed and in a lot 

of cases not informed at all. Students are still kept away from these truths and programmed to apply 

atheistic thought processes. The sciences all over the world have up to now ignored all supernatural 

phenomena and placed them in the range of responsibility of the Church and religion. The Churches 

are however not places of higher education, because they do not deal with scientific results, but with 

old scriptures whose content deals with magic, that is to say, with “divine miracles”.  

 

There are no phenomena and no divine miracles that can come onto effect outside of the laws of 

nature. Besides, we are not familiar with all laws of nature – particularly not in the field of the 

supernatural, respectively the hereafter - namely because one has not worried about it and one has 

derided this field of knowledge.  

 

When senior Medical Officer Dr. Hermann Gerbis, Berlin became familiar with our circle he said: 

 



 “We are undoubtedly dealing with highly interesting phenomena, but one can naturally also interpret them 

differently.”  

 

He did however remain a member of our circle for more than 10 years. He later said: 

 
 “After I was able to ascertain that the medium performed genuine spiritual work, work that can only have 

been controlled by an otherworldly spirit guide, I attempted to convince my colleagues. Their answer: 

“…but one can interpret these phenomena also differently.” 

 

One can indeed interpret everything differently. But what does this have to do with the truth? One 

can interpret a war differently also or even a severe illness. It is not a case of how one explains a 

phenomenon, it rather only depends on the existing facts. The facts of spiritualism are clear cut. 

These facts cannot be interpreted differently, because any other explanation would not make sense 

and would make the phenomenon nonrepresentational. Everything could be abnegated before the 

advent of technical help. Mediums and researchers were powerless against this. We just have to 

mention the work of the researcher Dr. E. Mattiesen – his valuable work could not gain a foothold 

at universities. It was also interpreted differently.  

 

The Russian researcher and scientist Semjon Kirlian managed to photograph man’s ENERGY 

BODY. The soul, respectively the ASTRAL BODY was made visible. One does however not use 

the term “soul”, but – as a compromise – talks about an “energy body”, because everything can 

indeed also be interpreted differently.   

 

Only death can’t be interpreted differently, because it only deals with the physical. 

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

October 1972 

 

It often happens when scientists conduct experiments that they arrive at a point where GOD’S 

activity is non-ambiguously revealed. Scientists do however not mention GOD when they arrive at 

this point, because their scholastic past forbids them to do so. They therefore require a different 

explanation, one that excludes the word “GOD”. They therefore say: “We have reached the 

boundary of the explicable.” One sometimes also uses the term “X” that actually means the same. 

This is called “avoiding the issue” in the vernacular. Just how “scientific” this behaviourism really 

is seems extremely questionable. The truth is kept secret in any case.  

 

In order to get rid of this evil, the concept “GOD” must be cleared up.   

 

Scientists are also influenced by Church dogmas and by church-related religious thought processes 

even if they recognised that a lot of it is surely not correct. The concept “GOD” almost always 

means a domineering person to people. It is even endowed with an omnipotence that borders on 

magic.  

 

Great thinkers have dealt with this problem in the past and they have not come to useful conclusions. 

Let’s take the philosopher Spinoza as an example: He tried to eliminate the person GOD from the 

equation and that produced the worst curse from the Jews that was ever formulated.  

 

GOD as a person – in a human sense – can be totally disregarded.  

 



But this does not terminate GOD’S existence. His EXISTENCE is verified from a logical and also 

from a scientific point of view, even if very little is talked and written about this. Creation is not a 

story or an assumption, it exists and it can be perceived by all of one’s senses. This provides us with 

the evidence that creation is intelligently controlled; because it could neither exists nor permanently 

endure without an overriding INTELLIGENCE. Only superficial thought processes cannot grasp 

this.  

 

Those that delve into this in more detail – even utilising meditation – will not only recognise the 

actions of an intelligent SUPER-CONSCIOUSNESS, they will also have personal experiences that 

will confirm their insights. The thing that prevents these insights from gaining ground is the fact 

that the sciences have the wrong ideas about what consciousness is all about, because they assume 

that consciousness is a reaction of the brain. This enormous error of reasoning prevents all progress, 

because all attempts of explaining this come to nothing because of this.  

 

• Man’s consciousness is the so-called likeness to GOD, even if only in a most microscopic 

minuteness.  

 

• GOD is the most intelligent, powerful and experienced CONSCIOUSNESS within the 

COSMOS. This CONSCIOUSNESS controls the universe with everything in it and 

everything that exists besides.  

 

When the sciences assume that consciousness can only exists for as long as a viable brain is 

available, they most logically also assume that all conscious functions stop with the demise of the 

brain.  

 

But the facts speak against this! 

 

One’s consciousness is immortal the way GOD’S CONSCIOUSNESS is immortal. This is where 

this likeness, ergo the INHERITANCE must be searched for. If human beings were to lose their 

consciousness, GOD could also not manage without a physical brain. But neither GOD nor human 

beings depend on a physical brain. Spiritualism throughout the whole world has furnished the 

evidence that this is not the case for thousands of years. The here and now and the hereafter are not 

completely separated from one another. 

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

November 1972 

 

When looking at the career history of scientists one finds that the researchers amongst them are not 

always academics. There are examples of laymen who received a doctorate from one university or 

another. But the doctorate and its associated university knowledge are no yardstick in regards to 

genuine research. Academics are not always right – and they have been far surpassed by lay-

researchers due to their better information.  

 

A lot of professions are unfortunately affected by class snobbery and this also applies to academic 

researchers. This snobbery condemns all non-academics to be dumb ignoramuses. Besides, 

academics are not prepared to be dictated or informed by non-academics; because they allegedly 

know everything better due to their academic studies. It is a sad fact that the prejudices implanted 

through their academic studies are seen as unshakable yardsticks. One can therefore say that science 

is constrained and that this hinders progress in many respects.  



 

The fact that spiritual insights have been rejected with illogical and unverified arguments up to now 

is undoubtedly a great injustice. The courage and the frankness in regards to the truth must be 

respected and may not be sacrificed at the altar of scientific prestige. Eminent phenomena may not 

be dismissed by simply saying: “The sciences are confronted with an enigma.” The fact that the 

sciences are confronted with an enigma only means that they are simply ignorant of certain facts in 

a specific field of knowledge, a field of knowledge neglected up to now. One should at least speak 

the truth by admitting that one knows nothing about this sector, because one ignored all such insights 

up to now.  

Research into the hereafter stands on an absolutely reliable foundation. The amassed material fills 

hundreds of thousands of volumes that narrate personal experiences. Besides, spiritual experiments 

can be absolutely repeated, even if they make academics shake their heads. Our world could have 

progressed a lot further if this academic snobbery had been nipped in the bud. If the messages from 

otherworldly TEACHERS and GUIDES were taken to heart, all this endless blood shedding would 

finally come to an end. 

 

• Spiritualism is not the prerogative of the Church, it is part of science because it belongs to the 

natural science of the human existence.  

 

• Kinetic matter does not represent life and the movement of the human body therefore also not. 

Life is an immortal ENERGY, one that temporarily controls an organic body.  

 

The latest results of the research into the hereafter came about purely coincidentally and not because 

of an intention to verify the hereafter. But the effect of the shock that hit the sciences made them 

reach for the most illogical and most senseless explanations in order to not have to admit that one 

stubbornly balked at it in the past.  

 

It might be true that the acceptance of these insights might still take some time, but this development 

can no longer be arrested. This is good and timely, because this world with all its inhabitants would 

otherwise go to rack and ruin. All we can do is ask all friends of peace to actively support this 

positive development. 

 

The Churches distanced themselves from all research into the hereafter – the sciences also. Both 

fear the truth because it could damage their own prestige.    

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

December 1972 

 

The sciences enjoy academic esteem. This situation has the effect that the world’s population holds 

the opinion that the sciences do not make mistakes. So when the sciences look at spiritual insights 

with some scepticism, the average citizen immediately accepts this scepticism as another “scientific 

insight”. This is however a huge mistake! A mistake in this case that morally and ethically endangers 

all of mankind and also exposes almost all individuals to a danger that they will only truly recognise 

after their demise.  

 

• One cannot talk truths that have been verified a million times out of existence without 

promoting some nonsense in the process.  

 



We naturally asked ourselves why the sciences “beat about the bush” when talk turns to spiritualism. 

All human beings have a conscience, scientists are not excluded in this respect. These people are 

now confronted with a truth that awakens their conscience. They subconsciously sense that they are 

dealing with heaven and hell here, but according to their own “educated” opinions, neither heaven 

nor hell can exist and this also includes having to give account after one’s physical demise, 

something that cannot be avoided. Who wants to end up amongst the damned?  

 

But the greatest of atheists have somehow been touched by religious dogmas at one time or another, 

even if they didn’t believe in them. Spiritual insights make some of these religious dogmas credible, 

particularly in respect to heaven and hell. Apparently things that should not be, should not be, even 

though they actually exist. The result of this is that almost all scientist – in as far as they are 

encumbered by atheistic thought processes and burdened their conscience in the process – express 

themselves against spiritualism. They prefer to be dead instead.  

 

We are dealing with a case of self-deception here in order to escape a threatening danger. As one is 

dealing with academics one can say that the sciences dupe themselves in this respect. A million 

pieces of evidence verify that people survive their physical demise; whether this fact is now accepted 

by the sciences or not is of no consequence to the truth whatsoever. Researchers into the hereafter 

continue to explore and they produce one piece of evidence after another. The evidence is 

overwhelming. One could already write a whole encyclopaedia about it. 

 

A lot of people will say that if this is the case, the Church must surely know something about this. 

But the Church finds itself in the same dilemma. It will not admit that is has taught a false doctrine 

for millennia. Priests also have a conscience and the thought of hell frightens them even more.  

 

If there was ever a divine revelation it would not have been restricted to the past. Revelations still 

take place all over the world and they are not something secret because they are publicised and 

accessible to all and sundry. But those that cover their eyes and ears will not be able to protect 

themselves in this way.  

 

• To take responsibility for their earthly existence is demanded from every human being! 

 

The fact that parapsychology is scientifically investigated and affiliated with universities these days, 

should not give cause for publicly ridiculing parapsychology. This however happens with the help 

of television and a number of newspaper reporters – well even university colleagues from other 

faculties.   

 

• Television does indeed report about parapsychological experiments, but primes these reports 

with eerie electronic music in order to produce a ridiculous and rebuffing mood amongst the 

viewers.  

 

This represents the typical and unfair behaviourism of the mass media towards a truth every citizen 

has a right to hear.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

January 1973 

 

Psychology specifically deals with exploring the inner psyche of human beings, that is to say, with 

the soul of human beings. One should however not forget that psychology is still a relatively new 



science. Its foundation has certainly not been set in stone, because it is based on dogmas and a lot 

of prejudices.  

 

• Mistakes have been elevated to represent scientific insights.   

 

So-called neo-psychologists slip and slide on this slippery surface, but their innovations are naturally 

accepted lock stock and barrel. This is where a great danger lurks for mankind, because one cannot 

jest with the soul of human beings. One cannot condemn and eradicate something that has proven 

its worth for millennia. A lot of these so-called innovations are directed against nature. One tries to 

find new ways of bringing up children correctly and one emphasises that they have to be brought 

up to become useful human beings in order to be able to deal with life’s challenges. But one forgets 

the most important method of bringing up children, one that also applies to adults, namely that a 

positive archetype is essential. All other methods must capitulate before the archetype.  

 

• Not one doctrine will produce positive results if a bad archetype tears everything down again.  

 

The sciences and psychology in particular must intensively deal with the behaviourism of 

archetypes. The archetype has never really been correct. But today’s archetypes even less so. 

Egotism and lust for power, and a lot of other things as well, are dramatically introduced to young 

people. And now a new factors is added, namely escalation, that is to say, every child will naturally 

try to emulate its parents, teachers and other adults. But it doesn’t stop there, because young people 

do not just try to emulate the older generation, they try to surpass it. This escalation does not just 

surpass the good characteristics of archetypes, but particularly also the bad ones. This is why older 

people cannot be careful enough with the way they behave themselves. Not just educated teachers 

are archetypes, but every older and experienced human being also.  

 

The sciences with their psychology have no inkling of this escalation, it would otherwise do 

something about it. But the opposite is the case: 

 

• One has now adopted a trend where one has absolutely denied all people that could be good 

archetypes the right to discipline.   

 

The ministry of culture and all of pedagogics abide by the findings of those neo-psychologists who 

want to change mankind. GOD’S antagonist rubs his hand together. Young people were brought up 

by older, experienced people in the past, by teachers, principals and people from everyday life. This 

has proven to be successful and there was no reason to change anything. Derailments are not a part 

of this, because they happen everywhere, even with new methods. One is afraid of coercion and one 

is not prepared to use it on adolescents. Young people are however confronted with all sorts of 

political coercion soon after anyway.   

 

As mentioned before, there is only one effective method, the kind that is also exercised in the 

hereafter, namely being a good archetype. Individuals must acquire a sense of shame if they have 

distanced themselves from good archetypes to such a degree where the community avoids their 

company. But for as long as the community isn’t any better than adolescents, there is a danger that 

the world will experience an enormous chaos.  
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Science represents the summarization of what has been recognised so far. Mankind should be guided 

by science. But the act of recognition requires common sense. This is why things cannot be 

recognised in all instances, that’s the way it is and nothing else.  

 

There are however a lot of people that should be taught these insights, but that are not able to 

correctly comprehend these insights because of the way their mind works. The broader masses 

however doesn’t contemplate this; it also trusts those that are indeed part of the scientific fraternity, 

but are still incapable of extricating themselves from their drummed in dogmas. These prejudices 

destroy all clear understanding. Spiritualism, which absolutely belongs amongst the sciences, also 

suffers from these aspects, because it also deals with correctly perceiving things with the help of 

logic and the mind.  

 

The sciences have up to now seen fit to discriminate and to persecute spiritualism and everything 

to do with it and decided to absolutely not accept it in their midst. The mistake made here does not 

have to be emphasised. The realm of the spirit naturally abides by lots of its own LAWS that cannot 

be equated with physical laws. The completely false assessment of people’s spiritual EXISTENCE 

led to a situation where the sciences want to triumph over spiritualism. To put it in one sentence: 

The sciences always have the last word here. Only ESP research in the Soviet Union managed to 

bring about some change in the way this is contemplated these days. But ESP research wants to 

tread a different path to the one spiritualism pursued. ESP research wants to conquer this field of 

knowledge without religion and without a belief in GOD.  

 

As a long time, experienced researcher into the hereafter, I know that complete success cannot be 

achieved in this way, because we are dealing with divine ENERGIES that abide by divine LAWS. 

This fact is accompanied by another fact, namely that demonic ENERGIES are already lurking in 

the shadows, a fact that is flippantly and atheistically ignored in ESP research. A lot of things can 

turn into a boomerang if such laws of nature are disregarded! 

 

• ESP research should listen to the pioneers of spirit research and allow itself to be guided by 

their research results.  

 

The psychically gifted have been the best instruments in this field of knowledge for thousands of 

years and they cannot be replaced through technology. We presently experience this especially in 

regards to voice phenomena.  

 

• Voices from the hereafter, recorded on tape, show all the signs of profane house-spiritism or 

the first time attempts of the curious who want to find out something about the hereafter. 

 

The religious way, that is to say, the respect for divine POWERS, is the shorter path for any research 

into the supernatural REGIONS. All other attempts might initially produce certain successes, but 

they will always miss the mark. Perceiving is made more difficult and one is no longer dealing with 

scientifically worthwhile results.  

 

The research that leads to supernatural perceptions can only be of real value to the sciences if the 

realm of the spirit, with everything that goes with it, becomes clearly recognisable – and people 

know that they are divine beings themselves that may not disrespect GOD.    
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March 1973 

 

There are undoubtedly geniuses working in the medical sector that represent a blessing for all of 

mankind. But everybody also knows that there are capable and incapable human beings of various 

levels of ability. A doctorate has nothing to do with it. The accomplishment is the decisive factor! – 

There are therefore also unscrupulous beguilers and charlatans in the field of medicine that represent 

a cancerous growth on society. But one does not condemn and reject all of medicine because of this.  

 

Spiritualism is a natural sciences of unimaginable importance. As this science is carried out by 

laymen, it comes as no surprise then that there are also blunderers, charlatans and even money-

hungry criminals in their ranks. But an exception is made here: Whilst medicine is not condemned 

right across the board, scientists dealing with psychology try to dismiss all of spiritualism as a 

“dangerous superstition” in order for medicine to maintain its rightful place.  

 

A surgeon requires a well-trained team to operate and also good instruments and equipment. A 

séance also requires an experienced team and a good psychic instrument, the medium. If this is not 

the case, the contact is accordingly negative – well even downright dangerous!  

 

But what can academic scientists do if they do not have a good instrument at their disposal? It would 

be akin to a surgeon trying to remove an appendix with a pocket knife. It is a similar situation with 

spiritualism if the medium is immature or in the wrong hands. If an inexperienced person would, 

out of pure curiosity, quasi tackle an appendix with a “pocket knife”, every serious physician would 

report this to the authorities.  

 

• One cannot explore the hereafter with a dogmatic belief in the Church or on a purely biblical 

basis akin to a catechism, because it is a far HIGHER SPHERE of EXISTENCE than life on 

Earth.  

 

The situation with spiritism is however different. Sins are committed in this arena and things are 

tried out until the medium ends up in psychiatric care or that sometimes lead to a capital crime that 

one is then unable to explain.  

 

Medical and social research however demands that private research centres should place their 

medium at their disposal so that they can be misused by incapable people in laboratories. If a 

medium balks at this idea, it will be branded a con artist.  

 

• Genuine spiritualism is sacred. It is more sacred than any Church religion, because one is 

dealing with a direct connection to GOD’S REALM and to HIS HIERARCHY.  

 

GOD’S REALM is however not open, it is barricaded off and surrounded by unfortunate souls that 

try to prevent everyone from gaining access. Academics do not seem to be interested in this fact, 

GOD’S REALM represents a kind of retort to them, one that one can use to experiment with.  

 

We have however received thank-you notes from a lot of scientists and physicians that are supposed 

to encourage us to continue our work. We can however not ascertain whether these scientists are as 

outspoken when dealing with their colleagues by admitting that this research is incredibly important.  

 



We have never ever received an iota of support for our research from either the state or from any 

other organisation. The public will only show an interest in what we do if this should ever eventuate. 

Spiritualism will continue to be seen as just a “religious hobby” for as long as the government does 

not release financial support for the exploration of the realm of the spirit.  
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April 1973 

 

The sciences include subjects that are supposed to help mankind. 

 

But how does the reality look like? 

 

The sciences have decided to help GOD’S antagonist so he can carry out his baleful acts of 

destruction. The sciences participate in wars and in the annihilation of human beings with the 

research projects they undertake. As the sciences are beholden to helping mankind and in the process 

to helping life itself, there exists a great contradiction to their actual assignment. 

 

We received the following communication a while ago: A lady had been suffering from a psychic 

aliment for many years. She spent a lot of time in various hospitals and sanatoriums without 

experiencing a cure or an improvement of her suffering. This lady utterly despaired and abandoned 

all hope for any improvement of her situation. One day, “by coincidence”, she got her hands on one 

of our Menetekel brochures and showed a great interest in it. She ordered a subscription in order to 

completely familiarise herself.  The Menetekel brochures were delivered to the sanatorium she was 

staying in. She was soon after released from the sanatorium in a healthy state. Her psychic ailment 

had disappeared. She was once again cheerful, confident and content. This new KNOWLEDGE had 

healed her.  

 

This type of “miracle healing” should actually be the domain of the sciences, because they should 

also deal with this type of medicine. HIGHER KNOWLEDGE is also part of medicine; because the 

knowledge about the immortal existence of the human soul is undoubtedly the best available 

medicine on the whole planet. This medicine is however in private hands, because the sciences 

neither investigate nor pay attention to it. 

 

When people are subjected to a serious operation the doctors will say: “We have done all we can, 

the rest is now beyond our control”. The patients must therefore muster their own energy in order 

to conquer the pathological conditions they are in. But where should they take this energies from if 

they are ignorant of this HIGHER KNOWLEDGE? A lot of these patients succumb and die because 

they are ignorant of the facts. They often die because of the terrible threat of a conclusive, definite 

death.  

 

Spiritualism is indeed an enormously effective medicine, one that CHRIST also recognised and 

utilised, because he is supposed to have said: “Your faith has helped you.” The denomination “faith” 

must be equated with HIGHER KNOWLEDGE here.  

 

We hold the opinion that this field of activity is of eminent importance. Medicine must also include 

the soul in the equation, it must study it and use all available means to heal through the soul. Millions 

of people can be helped in this way and we would only need half the space at lunatic asylums. 

Possessions are also partially based on atheism, ignorance and fear.        

 



These facts show us how far away medicine, respectively the sciences, are still from healing people 

naturally.  

 

People should not be helped with superstitions, but with genuine and profound scientific insights. 

The sciences must however be prepared to review all spiritual insights to do this and to accept 

everything that is genuine. For as long as medicine utilises and also ridicules false interpretations, 

it commits a great mistake and neglects its true calling. 

 

The truth is a divine SOURCE of HEALING. 

 

Mistakes on the other hand destroy things wherever they can.  

 

This divine ENERGY is available, but one has to recognise it and open one’s heart to it.   
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May 1973 

 

The fact that consciousness, with all its thought processes, is not only a function of the brain is 

faultlessly verified by spiritualism through its CONTACTS. All other explanations are attempts to 

contort the facts. Thousands of psychic contacts all around the world have priority over any 

contrary, so-called “scientific” explanations. The experiences of spiritualism can be reliably verified 

with the help of the most up-to-date apparatuses (recording instruments, infrared photography etc.).  

 

• Those that balk at accepting these facts are solidly determined to accept absolutely nothing 

in this respect, because it does not fit into their concept or their own view of the world.  

 

The fact that the sciences use a lot of false definitions in connection with consciousness and the 

activities of the brain cannot be denied. A lot of people could be helped a lot more, if one would 

stick to the truth. We would like to list a few examples of false explanations here: 

 

1. When a leg is amputated for instance, the patient still has an unchanged feeling of still 

possessing the amputated limb after its loss. We are dealing with signals from the ASTRAL 

BODY who is equipped with all sensual perceptions. The sciences on the other hand call these 

conscious perceptions a “stimuli echo”. One erroneously assumes that the patient feels such 

sensations because of their “imagination”.   

 

2. Damage to the brain can arrest the functions of sensory organs, for instance cause deafness or 

blindness. The possibility that this deafness or blindness might disappear after a certain period 

of time is still there. The sciences now explain that other brain cells have taken over the 

damaged cells’ functions. The reality is however that the ASTRAL BODY, respectively the 

soul, has taken control of these function, because the ASTRAL BODY works independently.  

 

3. There was a case where someone lost an eye whereby all remnants of the damaged eye were 

removed. But the patient could still see with the empty eye socket in spite of this. Well, the 

power of sight was so strong that he could allegedly see through walls. We are dealing with 

the ASTRAL BODY taking control of the eye’s functions here also. 

 



When people die, ergo when they separate from their physical body, the ASTRAL BODY takes 

control of all functions to do with consciousness, that is to say, the soul becomes autonomous and 

independent from physical matter.  

 

False insights retard progress. If one were to abide by the insights gained by spiritualism, one would 

surely be able to explore lots of other opportunities that would eventually help the patient. CHRIST 

was an adept at healing in this respect, one who performed true miracles. He activated the soul’s 

self-healing energies and created ersatz organs.  

 

A lot of experiments under hypnosis verify that the soul also perceives things without a physical 

body, perceptions that are far better because there is no physical body switched in between. The 

sciences are prone to pull their heads out of the noose by simply saying that they are “confronted 

with an enigma”. Enigmas do however not help us and enigmas must be unravelled. Contact with 

the realm of the spirit will always help us in difficult cases, because otherworldly beings are also 

interested in our problems and particularly in our spiritual progress. The sciences do however not 

make one single serious attempt to gain indoctrination in this fashion. One basks in one’s arrogance 

and will not admit that INTELLIGENCES live in the hereafter that know better. Extra-terrestrial 

civilisations are far superior in this respect. The work very closely with the realm of the spirit and 

are therefore far ahead of us spiritually and also technologically. 
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June 1973 

 

A well-known psychologist, neurologist and academic philosopher who read my work got the idea 

of testing me in regards the NEW-REVELATIONS. He asked me with a staring look to tell him the 

difference between stairs and a ladder and between a public prosecutor and a barrister. Instead of 

giving him an answer, I was nearly tempted to ask him whether he could explain to me the difference 

between a genuine revelation and a pathological split personality. – This factual example should 

make it clear to the reader how a scientist, who has absorbed a lot of other knowledge, may judge, 

but unfortunately cannot logically deal with his plethora of knowledge.  

 

Such cases are certainly not a rarity. The moment such a person hears something about “psychic” 

work or about a “well-known medium”, his judgment in regards to this is already prefabricated 

because it is recorded as a mental PROGRAM. He is incapable of assessing this differently because 

university knowledge simply does not allow a different judgment even if thousands of facts speak 

against it. The scientist should have been able to gather from the quality and the level of the spiritual 

work that he was dealing with something extraordinary and he should also have realised that his 

question bordered rather on the ridiculous. His arrogance does however not allow a different 

assessment, because he does not ask about the achievements, but only how they came about. He is 

absolutely not interested in these psychic, spiritual and inspired results, he is only interested in the 

facts of these paranormal contacts he would like to implicitly dispute. These people are convinced 

that everything psychic is pure nonsense even if it looks ingenious.  

 

Universities have always distanced themselves from this and always rejected the idea of an 

intelligent survival after death. Those working on a doctorate title and all other university graduates 

must therefore respect the tuition they are given, they would otherwise not be true to the academic 

titles their aiming for. 

   



If this is the case – and it unfortunately is – I feel sorry for all those possessed and psychically gifted 

people sitting in locked asylums who find that nobody understands them. Why do psychiatrists not 

ask for advice, something they would absolutely find with experienced spiritualists? – Is this subject 

matter too hot for them? They fear the ire of their colleagues who have also been educated and 

informed in the wrong direction at universities.   

 

Strange as it may seem, this situation changes in an atheistic country. The Soviet Union undertakes 

lots of spiritual experiments and by ignoring pre-existing prejudices, one achieves remarkable 

results. But one does however try to interpret these findings differently by listing all kinds of 

explanations without ever mentioning the REALM of the SPIRIT.  

 

In order to correctly assess this situation requires only one explanation: We are not dealing with the 

persecution of a religion here, but with the persecution of our great CREATOR who stands above 

all human beings.  

 

The sciences do not want to accept the fact that HIGHER INTELLIGENCES exist that tower over 

the sciences. This could damage the whole academic nimbus. For prestige reasons it is better to 

doggedly dispute everything.  

 

• These people would attack us from all quarters if we spiritualists were to make one single 

mistake, because they have been waiting for us to make this single mistake for years so they 

can show the public that the REALM of the SPIRIT is nothing more than pure imagination.    

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

July 1973 

 

Courts of law and penal institutions cannot do without the co-operation of science. Experts have a 

major input in regards to pronouncing judgment. There are cases where one looks for a motive in 

vain and this presents the judge with a difficult task. What can induce someone to commit a crime 

when there seems to be no motive present?  

 

We hold the opinion that no crime is ever committed without a motive.  

 

People’s mental DOMAIN is not just in the here and now, but also reaches far into the hereafter, 

because there are living BEINGS there that often have the same problems we have here. Motives 

can therefore have their origin in the hereafter where they are naturally hard to detect because most 

scientists do not believe that such a possibility actually exists. The American psychiatrist Dr. 

Wickland2 undertook some serious research in this field of knowledge and he came up with a whole 

series of interesting results. His experiences unfortunately remain unheeded.  

 

Whenever a motive for making a just assessment is lacking one has to look for it in the hereafter. 

There are plenty of cases where those in the hereafter have an impact on our life or even exact 

revenge by using a psychically gifted human being as an instrument to carry out their evil intentions. 

Difficulties with the assessment of the eventual punishment naturally arise, because there are one 

or more accomplices that cannot be included in the process and that are subject to other 

LEGALITIES.  

 

 
2 These sort of basic insights can be found in the book “30 years amongst the Dead” by Dr. Wickland. Published by the Otto Reichl Verlag, 548 

Remagen, Haus Herresberg. 



• When people believe that the dead can no longer hurt us, they make a grave mistake. The list 

of possessed human beings is enormous. This is why one should be mindful of avoiding all 

animosities, because they can continue in the hereafter.  

 

But there are also cases where someone who has entered the realm of the spirit ascertains and realises 

that he had been cheated by his fellow men or relatives whilst on Earth. The battle over an 

inheritance can also trigger animosities that can produce a motive for revenge. There is at any rate 

a logical motive for every adverse action. Good deeds also have their motives and they can also be 

found in the hereafter.  

 

It is really deplorable that science in particular knows so little about this. One should be able to use 

spiritually enlightened experts, because this would help with the legal processes and also serve 

justice. 

 

• All those that are possessed or victims of spiritual crimes are naturally not completely 

innocent, because their unstable behaviourism opens access to their INNER LIFE so that 

otherworldly entities can establish a good connection with them. These contacts are 

telepathically suggestive. To dissolve such contacts is very difficult.  

 

One is often not just dealing with an INDIVIDUAL ENTITY that manipulates things from the 

hereafter, one is often dealing with a whole GROUP that has virtually amalgamated into an 

interested party. Human behaviourism furnishes the motives, even if they are to be found in the 

hereafter.  
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August 1973 

 

Terrestrial mankind’s development is determined by the sciences. Therefore when the sciences err 

in some important aspects, these errors affect all of mankind and guide it along wrong tracks. There 

is no doubt that the sciences are wrong in a lot of respects. One particularly substantial mistake is 

the assumption that all conscious processes take place within the brain and that consciousness 

cannot exist without a brain.  

 

• All of spiritualism’s evidence show that thoughts are also possible without the utilisation of 

physical matter.   

 

The sciences naturally ask for incontestable evidence for such assertions. But even if this evidence 

is presented, the sciences still want to have the last word and might not be willing to acknowledge 

this evidence. One thereby has the opportunity to dupe and to mislead all of terrestrial mankind.  

 

• Blind faith in science prevents the masses from criticising it most of the time.  

 

If consciousness was not able to exist in an immaterial state, communications with otherworldly 

INTELLIGENCES would not possible at all. We are not just dealing with a few cases of 

communication, but with millions of such connections. The realm of the spirit uses all opportunities 

to reveal itself in the process and genuine spook and other phenomena are also a part of this. But all 

of this is not enough for science, because it defends its elemental mistake with unfair means just to 

preserve the prestige of its scholarliness.  



 

A typical example: A sensible human being has an over-extended reach of his sensory organs. He 

can hear and smell as well as a dog and also perceive things from the hereafter to boot. He now 

gives account of his extraordinary perceptions. One asks the sciences to make a comment and they 

are looking for an explanation that is solely formulated for the public. The voiced opinion may 

however not shake the foundation of the general position of the sciences in the process. One 

therefore states: “We are dealing with a high grade of imagination, respectively with hallucination.” 

-  This is their “scientific” adjudication. All objections from non-academics are not accepted. Even 

criticisms from within its own ranks in favour of the psychic person receive a hostile reception and 

the academics concerned are derided.  

 

This observation of the situation is not an assumption, but a fact that has its origin in the distant past. 

We are dealing with a similar dogmatic error that we also find in religion.  

 

Parapsychology breached this wall of obstinacy to some degree by making an enormous effort. This 

wall however still stands and the path for the masses is still obstructed.  

 

• If academic science would give up its dogmas and completely work on behalf of the truth, 

mankind could live in a terrestrial paradise. This is apparently not desired.  

 

Spiritual phenomena are unfortunately limited to certain people so that not all scientists have the 

opportunity to gather their own experiences. Pertinent literature has however grown to such an 

extent in the meantime that academics can certainly also orientate themselves. But they lack interest 

and the ability of discernment.  

 

The experienced spiritualist, one that has searched for answers in this direction all his life, finds it 

terribly painful to have to see the world stuck in error, lies and beastliness without being able to 

help.    

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

November 1973 

 

ESP research in the Soviet Union is partially hindered by false interpretations. Communists cannot 

acquiesce to the fact that human beings possess an immortal soul. They still assume that the human 

consciousness is anchored in the brain. If this assumption was correct, all of spiritualism, with all 

its experiences and insights, would be an aberration. 

 

• Spiritualistic insights however verify that consciousness is intangible and that its functions 

are cosmic.  

 

If the Soviets were to consider this fact when making their definitions, they would gain genuine 

insights a lot sooner. These communists do however not regard their ESP research as a path to the 

truth, but try to discover the secretes of black magic, because they believe that black magic 

represents an enormous SOURCE of ENERGY that could be utilised to control mankind.  

 

• It has been established in the meantime that there is also a “black magic” that can turn very 

dangerous, because black magic is negative and a tool in the hands of demons. 

 



Academic science does unfortunately not give demons and GOD’S antagonist a lot of thought. But 

mankind in general should really recognise and acknowledge that demons are not fairy-tale 

characters.  

 

The Soviets are presently concentrating on telepathy. They establish contacts between people and 

train them in reciprocal thought transference in order to make it possibly to transmit whole sentences 

and complete messages.  

 

• Telepathy used to be the main communication means between people. Due to the dominance 

of language, telepathy disappeared into the background.  

 

There are various different types of telepathy, for instance the thought transference between 

somebody in the here and now and somebody in the hereafter. This type of communication is called 

“clairaudience”. Classic telepathy is the apprehension of mental imaginations of another thought 

bearer. It is quite significant to hear that Japanese spiritualists regard spirit beings as “otherworldly 

thought bearers”. These THOUGHT BEARERS are discriminated against in Germany by 

portraying them everywhere as idiotic ghosts that can do nothing else than play pranks and scare 

people. Such a mistake!  

 

The sciences must accept the fact that the here and now and the hereafter are closely tied together. 

These two regions of existence form a unit, even though their frequencies are different. The here 

and now represents a physical level of development. The hereafter represents a further STAGE of 

DEVELOPMENT, even though it is spiritually more accented.  

 

Developments within the world of the here and now would hardly be possible without the 

cooperation of otherworldly THOUGHT BEARERS, because all of mankind’s progresses and 

insights are based in this co-production, that is to say, on this spiritual cooperation.   

 

The human superiority within Mother Nature undoubtedly consists in the power of the mind. The 

mind is however not just present in the here and now, but more predominantly so in the hereafter, 

from whence we are inspired from.  

 

• Just how bodacious inspiration can be is experienced by those that are confronted by it!  

 

The Soviets unfortunately possess better means, respectively provide greater financial support for 

this field of knowledge. But if they want to really succeed, they must first acquaint themselves with 

the ABC of spiritualism. These successes can however not be achieved through black magic, but 

only through the serious search for GOD.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

December 1973 

 

The sciences are naturally in possession of empirical experiences. This however doesn’t mean that 

they are beyond prejudices. These prejudices, dangerous in regards to progress, are mentioned at 

places of learning and they are unfortunately absorbed by students as the recognised truth. Such a 

programming of the human mind often last a whole lifetime.  

 



This is how spiritualism has drawn the shorter straw over again for millennia. Only the 20th Century 

has seen fit to test these prejudices. The results of this is called “psycho-science”, “parapsychology” 

or ”ESP”. 

 

• This greater interest in ESP exposed the fact that most prejudices against psychic research 

do not contain one iota of truth. The reality is entirely different.  

 

The question is: Is the doctrine of the spiritual survival of human beings empirical? For an insight 

or a discovery to turn empirical means: Acknowledgment by the sciences due to a plethora of 

experiences. Experiences in regards to the doctrine of life after death are numbered in the millions! 

This cannot be the reason why acknowledgment by science is not forthcoming.  

 

We know from reliable sources that a lot of scientists regard these doctrines as absolutely empirical. 

But they remain silent in public – and especially at universities. A lot of conversations managed to 

reveal the actual reason for the disregard shown to such a bodacious insights and doctrines.  

 

• The empirical acknowledgment of spiritual insights is long overdue.  

But such measures would be akin to an “attempt on the lives” of the political leaderships all over 

the world. It would represent a declaration of war against GOD’S antagonist who would 

immediately retaliate. This GREAT TABOO is promoted by the antagonist so that mankind remains 

stuck in doubt.  

 

We see on a daily basis just how important spiritualism with all its insights really is: Readers and 

interested parties write with enthusiasm about the effects this knowledge has on them. People are 

spontaneously healed, lose their negative complexes and live in peace and harmony without fearing 

death whatsoever.  

 

• These facts are suppressed, defamed and persecuted. 

 

• A comprehensive number of people live an above-average good life – and this on the back of 

the rest of mankind’s ignorance and doubts.  

 

Mankind is cheated and robbed of the truth if the experiences made in this field of knowledge count 

for nothing. ESP research in the USA and in the nations behind the Iron Curtain has pulled the veil 

from occultism; but political beastliness is itching to get its hands on these experiences in order to 

be able to abuse the rest of mankind even better.  

 

Unless the sciences are careful now, it will be too late. The empirical acknowledgment of spiritual 

experiences and insights could still prevent the worst. The revolution in the arena of psychic research 

is overdue.  

 

We familiarised ourselves with all insights and experiences for over 20 years; we formulated well 

over 8,000 pages during more than 1,000 séances. We believe to have earned the right to warn the 

sciences about an impending spiritual catastrophe, which is: 

 

 ESP research in the hands of an atheistic war machine! 

 

 

 

 



The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

January 1974 

 

Spiritual experiments are carried out in almost all nations on Earth. The results naturally vary, 

because the locations and the people involved in this are different. But there are concordant 

characteristics in spite of this and they clearly indicate whether contacts and phenomena are genuine 

or not. Small characteristics play the greatest role here, because they possess a greater probative 

force.  

 

We had discussions with a number of scientists and ascertained in the process that they did not 

possess more experience in regards to psychic research than any other layman. But where did their 

negative criticism of a field of expertise they never heard from during their studying and never came 

across after, stem from? These people relied on what the press, radio and television and other 

narratives told them.  

 

Clumsy intentions to defraud or negative house spiritism are unfortunately the sources from whence 

the mass media acquire their knowledge a priory. Let’s use an example to explain this: A spook 

affects a family. Items are flying through the air or are even destroyed. Everything looks basically 

like a great prank. The police and then the sciences are eventually engaged. The result arrived at 

with modern measuring instruments indicate that these phenomena are actually genuine. But the 

possibility of an otherworldly influence is completely left out of the equation. On the contrary – one 

laughs about these phenomena and solely blames the medium, who is usually still in his or her 

puberty, for all this nonsense. Their findings: “The medium discharges mysterious ENERGIES in 

order to abreact a mental blockage.” This constitutes their negative finding, whether it is correct or 

not is inconsequential.       

 

Who would assert that spiritualists are not scientists? Even if they were not educated academically, 

they could certainly be self-taught and know more than studying at a university can communicate. 

Permanent contact with HIGHER SPIRIT BEINGS is far superior to any academic place of learning. 

Besides, spiritualists have better yardsticks available, namely their practical experience and their 

mediums.  

 

What would an experienced spiritualist do in the above mentioned case? He would survey the 

damage and then employ a medium in order to establish contact with the realm of the spirit with the 

help of the medium. These cases often show who the instigator of the spook really is and why it was 

initiated. Academic science however omits to do this. Why? Well, these people do not have suitable 

mediums at their disposal and if they had such mediums, their laboratory tests would inappropriately 

use them.  

 

• No medium from our working circle would offer its services for such blasphemous experiments 

and no positive spirit beings would declare itself prepared to participate in such a blasphemy. 

 

But scientist, having devoted themselves to physical matter and not to the spirit, sneer at these 

mediums because they want to pray before they start, because they insist on candle light and because 

they prefer harmonious music. All of this is completely superfluous cultish behaviour in the eyes of 

science.  

 

We experienced this with a television crew filming one of our séances, it made initial concessions 

in regards to the mediums requests. However once the camera rolled, they asked the most absurd 



questions, questions an otherworldly entity could not answer at all, because they were about 

terrestrial physicality’s and idiotic to boot.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
 

February 1974  

 

The “Soviet Dialectic Materialism” asserts: 

 
 “People do not have to contemplate GOD’S existence, because physical matter was not created, it has 

always been there and it will last eternally.”  

 

What an enormous scientific feat to have come up with! This research, with all its “evidence” must 

fill thousands of books. Any normal human being would ask what brashness would make them come 

up with such assertions in the name of science. Criticising such works is not allowed in Russia. But 

one is however engaged in ESP research at the same time.  

 

Why are the sciences silent in regards to such an assertion? Do they hold the same opinion?  

 

Taking the concept of the existence of physical matter without a CREATOR into consideration, the 

genesis of life would look as follows:  

 

• The chaos within physical matter is not guided by LAWS, because no GUARDIAN of 

ORDER or LEGISLATOR is at hand. Physical matter suddenly begins to contemplate 

what else it could turn itself into. Coincidence now comes to lend a helping hand to 

design an image of how one could do something. Physical matter naturally has a certain 

concept in regards to human beings, fauna and flora. It does not require a brain for this, 

it only requires a consciousness tied to matter.   

 

These are also part of the Soviets doctrine’s “insights”. We can see here what the human mind can 

come up with. The ordered process of all functions on this planet is an object-lesson that cannot be 

surpassed. All spiritual INFORMATION proves its worth and strives for optimisation.   

 

There is a plethora of scientific doctrine that effect a virtual brain operation on students with the 

result that their conscience and thereby also their sense of responsibility are extinguished or 

changed. A visiting journalist wrote a lot of baloney about spiritualism. When confronted with this, 

he gave the following excuse: 

 
 “I am not obliged to acquire specific knowledge. All I have to do as a journalist is to report about 

something and I am allowed to express my own opinion. I don’t actually have to have been there when I 

report about an accident for instance.” 

 

Journalists are unfortunately seen as “experts” by the public, as people who know what they are 

talking about. Scientific doctrines and philosophical contemplations are also blindly accepted and 

later used as personal yardsticks. 

 

Mankind could have left the stage of mutual animosities it is going through far behind a long time 

ago, if the nonsense it is programmed with would finally cease. Mankind has SOURCES its disposal 

that are intellectually far superior to ours wherever human contemplations do not suffice, pure 

brutishness however makes us reject them.  

 



CHRIST was a clever human being and this gave him the reputation of being the SON of GOD. He 

didn’t just rely on his human thought processes, he expanded his knowledge through his psychic 

abilities. He wrote with the help of automatic writing by writing with his finger in the sand and he 

obtained information from the realm of the spirit. This was recorded in the Bible. Today’s sciences 

could also make good use of this, but one has to be pious and not atheistically minded.    
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March 1974 

 

The sciences have reach a point now where their predetermined boundaries clearly show that an 

enormously large field of knowledge lies beyond these boundaries, something one never assumed 

before. It is therefore high time to abolish these predetermined boundaries, because one will 

otherwise not progress. One is however afraid of having to publicly admit that one has carelessly 

and often maliciously and consciously ridiculed something that shows man’s existence in a 

completely different light. 

 

Any research done by laymen should not be shown to be right. But is has now been established that 

the research by laymen in the spiritual sector is far superior to that of academic science. One 

however still shies away from acknowledging the living existence of the realm of the spirit.  

 

ESP research shows that human being possess an enormous potentiality of unknown ENERGIES. 

These ENERGIES are not just present in the physical body, but actually mainly in the psychic 

ENERGY BODY. This psychic ENERGY BODY does however not just exist in living physical 

human beings, it inviolably survives death and continues to exist in the realm of the spirit. 

Absolutely nothing ever changes on this ENERGY BODY and it matters not whether it belongs to 

a living physical body or to a spiritual ASTRAL BODY. 

 

Academic circles still maintain that ESP energies, that is to say supernatural ENERGIES are 

exclusively anchored in the medium. This is however absolute nonsense; because these ENERGIES, 

consciousness is a part of them, are the same here and in the hereafter. Only the relationship with 

physical matter changes when somebody dies, but never the relationship to conscious processes. 

People’s consciousness therefore continues to live unchanged. If the sciences are not prepared to 

acknowledge this decisive factor, they will remain stuck in their self-created laws. One will then 

always hear them say: “The sciences are confronted with an enigma” or “There is no explanation 

for this”.  

 

• ESP-ENERGIES are a kind of coproduction between conscious processes of the here and now 

and the hereafter.  

 

Our own experiments have shown that levitation (abrogation of gravity) for instance could only be 

achieved in connection with otherworldly ENERGIES. The effect is similar to when gas is mixed 

with oxygen. Two elements must work together. We were able to observe this extremely well, 

because we always corresponded with the realm of the spirit parallel to our experiment through 

psychic contact. This made it possible for us to accurately control our attempts at levitation. – The 

same experiments were also applied to RAPPING SOUNDS, that is to say, to audible knocks and 

the kinetic movement of objects. All spiritual phenomena could be accurately controlled by us, 

because we cooperated with otherworldly entities and we constantly communicated with the help 

of automatic writing during the experiments.  



 

It is really a major mistake to not make contact with the hereafter through a suitable medium when 

confronted with an extraordinary phenomenon, like for instance with spook, instead of making 

assumptions that are certainly not correct. Or does one not have suitable mediums at one’s disposal?  

 

Genuine spiritualists are far ahead of science in regards to ESP research.  

 

Today’s ESP research has unfortunately a negative goal in mind, namely the controlled domination 

of the masses.  

 

The genuine spiritualist aims for divine INSIGHTS.   
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April 1974 

 

Academic education often breeds into pathological deceit so that a lot of representatives of science 

see themselves as having developed into a particular kind of admirable human being. International 

spirit contacts have however shown that this is not the case, it rather shows that they have been 

wrong in lots of instances and that this triggered chaotic situations all over the world.  

 

Telepathy was treated completely deprecatory only a few years ago.  Spook was also seen as just 

trickery. Eminent mediums were discriminated against and even ruined in many instances. One is 

aware these days that telepathy is a fact. But the sciences still have a completely false concept of 

this form of communication in spite of this. This will be the case for as long as they are not willing 

to correct their stand in regards to the human soul.  

 

The soul is not a product of the physical body and also not a component of the brain. The soul is 

indeed coupled to the brain, but it is not produced by physical matter. There would be no contacts 

between the here and now and the hereafter if this was not the case. Such contacts do however take 

place all over the world and they have been taking place for eons. CHRIST already utilised 

automatic writing in order to receive messages from otherworldly entities. This fact is clearly and 

unambiguously recorded in the Bible. A lot of other people also hear VOICES from the hereafter, 

but the sciences erroneously think that they are mentally diseased. That a psychically gifted person 

hears his own subconscious thoughts might certainly happen every now and then, but all prophets 

can testify that they had contact with the hereafter. They did however often imagine that they talked 

to angels, but only because some otherworldly entities professed to be that. Actual evidence that 

they were dealing with angels did not exist.  

 

The sciences are committing an enormous delinquency because they disregard the existence of the 

realm of the spirit, even though this REALM represents the actual MAIN LEVEL of EXISTENCE 

of all human beings. Even though the sciences are usually very inquisitive, they are not sufficiently 

interested in life after death. Life really begins to blossom in an incredibly superlative way after 

death. 

 

The sciences think that telepathy is feeling and sensing distant mental concepts. This is also not 

quite correct. I personally experienced a form of telepathy that came from the hereafter and that was 

absolutely verbal. It is the self-same process the travel book writer Karl May described, whose 

popular novels were not just inspired, but also verbally dictated.  



 

My personal experience also brought with it the conclusion that extra-terrestrial human beings, who 

are not located in the realm of the spirit, can transmit long messages on the correct THOUGHT 

FREQUENCY.  

 

The space allocated at universities and associated institutions to this enormously important and 

scientifically highly interesting subject is much too small. Besides, financial means to carry out 

extensive research is far from being sufficient.  

 

Phenomena recently promoted by Uri Geller recently led to an incentive to deal more seriously with 

this. However, there exists an ANTAGONIST who has his eyes squarely on the sciences.  
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May 1974 

 

The denotation “parapsychology” did not exist at all few years back. This psycho-science was of 

no interest to the sciences and the concept of “occultism” was made to look ridiculous. Occultism 

means lying in darkness. This is why one generally assumed that one was dealing with something 

obtuse, something that avoided the light. – Not surprising then that parapsychology is still in its 

infancy.  

 

The experienced spiritualist knows from extensive experience that today’s sciences try to solve the 

mysteries of the supernatural with the help of old aberrations. There is however only one truth and 

only one way in this matter that will lead to results:  

 

• The acknowledgment of the realm of the spirit! 

 

But this is the very thing the sciences shy away from the most. All spiritual phenomena are placed 

squarely into the domain of mortal man. These explanations make as much sense as trying to retrieve 

something out of one’s right hand pocket with one’s left hand.  

 

There is absolutely no doubt that the realm of the spirit exists. 

 

The evidence is there a million times over!  

 

The Churches have unfortunately not recognised their actual assignment and therefore also not 

fulfilled it. One did indeed try to establish contact with the world of the spirit in the past, but because 

of some ignorance on their part, they encountered demons on the way and were unable to extricate 

themselves from their influence. The Church therefore warns from all such contacts, because they 

represent an alignment with the devil in its eyes.  

 

The sciences unfortunately walk along the same path: They possess a similar basic attitude and the 

same inexperience and they are therefore also stuck in the lower SPHERES.  

 

• Demonic ENTITIES are intent on leading all those astray that deal with them.  

 

The sciences show no respect for the SPHERES of the realm of the spirit. They are quite callous in 

regards to the existence of a conscious GOD. Besides, they want to pursue this path with their 



academic wiseacre attitude on their own and are not interested in the experiences of spiritualists, 

because most scientists think that they are just dumb and superstitious dreamers.  

 

• The sciences could spare themselves being in their infancy in this respect if they would take 

an interest in and adopt the findings of all serious spiritual research.     

 

The realm of the spirit does no longer have to be verified, because its existence has been verified a 

million times over and this also by people of renown and of great scientific standing. It is simply 

and solely about the global recognition by the sciences who do not want to admit that pure 

arbitrariness made them ridicule all parapsychological research results lock stock and barrel.  

 

We don’t exaggerate their behaviourism. We personally experienced that our results were twisted 

this way and that way through strategic lies. A member of our research community for decades, 

namely Senior Medical Officer Dr. H. Gerbis, was severely attacked by his colleagues and called 

“calcified”. These are infamous intrigues and a completely unfair behaviour within a group of 

professionals who assert a claim on high respectability for themselves.  

 

• Mankind can only progress through open mindedness and the truth.  
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June 1974 

 

The fact that academics with doctorate titles are allowed to speak against other sciences, particularly 

when dealing with the field of expertise of parapsychology, is quite incredible. A trade union 

psychologist recently managed to portray parapsychology as utter nonsense and to publish the 

assertion that is has never been possible up to now to call occult phenomena genuine. Lies, 

deceptions and fraud had apparently been detected in all cases. He maintained that even eminent 

researchers and psychologists had been exposed as scientific failures.  

 

We hold the opinion that an important branch of science is gibed here with malicious intent. There 

are lots of such cases and strange as it may seem, the culprits get off scot-free.  

 

Are the sciences so inattentive that they do not realise that this complicates their research and their 

scientific insights. It comes as no surprise then that experts fear to publicly express their opinion, 

well they even fear their own colleagues, because they could be ridiculed.  

 

We know of a few cases where eminent scientists had been absolutely convinced by the insights 

gained by spiritualists, but still behaved completely neutral in spite of this, because the subject was 

too hot to handle. If scientists behave in this way, one does not have to be surprised that the press 

and television are encouraged to participate in these aspersions. The result of this is that the public 

at large is falsely informed over again.  

 

It can be logically verified that this trade-union psychologist has no idea of what he is talking about 

and that he only expressed his own personal views: 

 

• The countries behind the Iron Curtain and the USA invest millions of financial means in the 

research of parapsychological phenomena. It would represent the most idiotic of financial 

waste one could think of, if no evidence of the truth was forthcoming.  

 



This graduated trade union psychologist, who made himself the spokesperson for academic science, 

asserts in a trade union paper that the denotation of “para” in itself indicates that one is dealing 

with nonsense that only stultifies mankind.  

 

One has to assume that this lousy hustle is carried our according to the rules, the way it is also 

handled in the USSR. Millions of Russian Rubles are spent on occult experiments, but the Russian 

people are falsely informed just the same. This also applies to Ufology.  

 

• The fact that the sciences do not interfere here verifies that they condone the maliciousness 

shown towards an important branch of research.   

 

A lot of people that have witnessed a spook phenomenon have been dragged in front of courts. One 

was however not able to prove that these witnesses committed some confidence trick. One only just 

recently declared a famous spook genuine. But the sciences do not drag doctors or pundits to court 

who assert that parapsychology in a lot of countries is pure superstition, ergo not entitled to exist. 

This would certainly take things too far.  
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July 1974 

 

It is really incomprehensible that the masses do not show an interest in a PHASE of EXISTENCE 

no human being can avoid. All countries on Earth are explored and one shows an interest in life on 

other planets besides and one does not shy away from spending billions of financial means in order 

to establish what other planets look like. But all interest is lacking for the REALM of the SPIRIT 

all human beings enters one day, well one even denies its very existence.  

 

Where does this fear of an EXISTENCE that is an absolute certainty stem from? 

 

We had major experiences with reporters and with television personnel. We had to come to the 

conclusion that we were enticed to show the aptness of our mediums through lies and false promises. 

The best pieces of evidence were however kept from the public and the results falsely interpreted 

with malicious intent instead. – What actually exists may not be! 

 

The world could be a completely different place, at any rate more positive, and people could be a 

lot healthier, but all of this is prevented from happening so that a minority can lead the kind of life 

the antagonist wishes for them. The antagonist is a sentient and controlling FORCE every spiritualist 

is familiar with. But the miscreants of this world deny his existence and declare that he is 

superstition’s main character.  

 

Therein lays the misfortune of this world! 

 

To enlighten and to instruct people in this respect is incredibly difficult. We, from the Psychic Peace 

Circle, could tell you a thing or two about how difficult it is. There are people who waste millions 

of financial means for one cause or another they have no real grasp of just to satisfy the hatred in 

their heart – whilst the truth desperately fights for recognition.  

 

Most scientists have either no inkling of what spiritualism is all about or a completely false concept 

in mind, a concept they simply adopted from ignorant reporters or wiseacres. Our conversations 



with academics clearly show how inconceivably naïve their questions were. In addition to this is 

their obstinacy in the form of arrogance expressed in the general answer of: 

 
 “I studied assiduously. – Nobody can pull the wool over my eyes. – I know everything better! 

 

Every attempt at indoctrination fails at this wall of arrogance and inexperience. Even scientists of 

renown are hardly able to overcome the way they think. The proposition to amalgamate all spiritual 

circles was put to us from various quarters and this in order to establish a powerful lobby that could 

publicly fight against all revilements.  

 

Our readers can however be assured that spiritualism has managed to spread in the USA, England 

and in Japan to some considerable degree. It is also very prevalent in Brazil, but the Catholic Church 

in Brazil persecutes it severely. A spiritual temple was built in Tabuse in Japan at the cost of 

millions. This mission sends its best representatives all over the world in order to promote its cause.  

 

Evil approaches evil, but goodness always finds goodness. This is why it correctly says: “Knock on 

any door and it will open.” These words also have pertinence for scientists. Nothing positive can 

be achieved with a wrong attitude and with ridiculous doubts. Scientists should for instance take an 

interest in the work of Dr. Mattiesen and study it assiduously - before making a judgment!  
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August 1974 

 

The sciences are clear about the fact that the human soul has an influence on the body. A whole 

series of illnesses initially develop from this influence and one calls them psychosomatic illnesses. 

The fact is however that not just these illnesses are psychosomatic, but that the reverse can also be 

the case. There are therefore also psychosomatic healings taking place. This kind of recovery has 

always been severely criticised by science. The eminent teacher JESUS CHRIST indicated this. He 

said: 

 
 “Not I, but your faith has helped you.” 

 

What specific faith helps in such situations? It is not the usual kind of faith, but the specific faith 

that a CREATOR exists who set up an ORGANIZATION designated to HELP. We therefore have 

credible evidence that faith in GOD represents a relatively comprehensive means for recovery and 

healing. It is a very effective medicine!  

 

• Atheism makes you ill. – Faith heals you.  

 

This objective fact has unfortunately been given too little attention to. Most physicians do not like 

to see GOD also helping their patients. They are the doctors and they do not like to see their esteem 

lowered.  

 

It is about time for the sciences to endeavour to explore this faith in God, because it represents the 

most natural therapeutic means throughout the universe.  

 

• Healing with the POWER of the SOUL is incredibly important and promising for the health 

of all of mankind.  

 



• Look after your soul, it heals your body! 

 

The soul can accomplish miracles! The nations behind the Iron Curtain recently also ascertained 

through parapsychology that the human soul disposes over fantastic POWERS and they are now 

trying to get their hands on them in order to abuse them for political reasons. The extremely precious 

soul has however not been given the eminence it justly deserves in any shape or form. Even magic 

goes via the soul, because psychic illnesses and healings are magic characteristics of the soul. 

 

It is extremely important to investigate what the functions of the soul are. This research will show 

that the soul survives death, because its existence is COSMIC. This research has to make sure that 

not only the body is scrutinised and it has to take into account that the soul is the most important 

part of the body. To discriminate against this part is unscientific.  

 

The Bible contains a few important clues, but they were unfortunately misinterpreted by the Church. 

Parapsychological research over more than a thousand years, in all countries throughout the world, 

have shown that the human soul continues to exist fully conscious after one’s demise. 

 

• The opposite could not be seriously or credibly verified by any scientist on Earth during the 

last thousand years. 

 

Intelligence and mental capabilities as well as all feelings come also into effect without a brain. A 

myriad of tests with suitable mediums furnished the evidence that these mediums were able to 

perceive everything without using their physical sense organs. These mediums can see objects 

blindfolded, they could also hear and understand without using their hearing organs. It is important 

to effect a condition in these cases that gives the soul the opportunity to perceive things directly, 

ergo without a detour via the sensory organs. These results have unfortunately not received the 

acceptance they deserve, because prejudices are still very pronounced.  
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September 1974 

 

In May 1974, we published under this category that the sciences have ridiculed all results of 

parapsychological research lock stock and barrel out of sheer arbitrariness. As our Menetekel 

brochures are disseminated worldwide, but specifically brought to the attention of scientific 

institutes and government circles, we received the following answer:  

 
 MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUTE for RADIOASTRONOMY 

 

 “I doubt that these sentences are backed by the slightest endeavour to understand the way astronomers 

work. Astronomers endeavoured for centuries to better understand the universe step by step and to 

formulate all insights with the required scientific care and attention.”   

 

 Dr. B. H. Grahl 

 

Is this a case of “if the shoe fits, wear it?” We leave it up to our readers and those that are interested 

to contemplate this. We are not interested in causing a dispute, because all we are interested in are 

the truth and progress. Besides, we are already engaged in a battle for the recognition of scientific 

spiritualism.  

 



We are aware that students in lecture rooms at high schools and universities trample the floor with 

their feet and bang their fists on the tables when talk turns to the supernatural or the divinely 

unfathomable or even if the subject is just touched upon. Students who will one day bear the 

responsibility for the survival of this world are so negatively programmed that they subconsciously 

react in a negative and atheistic fashion without being in possession of HIGHER KNOWLEDGE. 

Even the Churches are powerless in regards to such a development, because they neglected to look 

for the truth from a scientific basis. They cannot give any in-depth answers, because they can only 

answer with their usual religious phraseologies.  

 

These professors are however immediately robbed of any derisiveness when they have an 

opportunity to participate in a scientific, spiritual séance. We were able to ascertain this when 

professors from the University of Göttingen participated in one of our meetings. One should not 

judge things before informing oneself personally beforehand. We frown upon criticism that is not 

based on experience.   
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October 1974 

 

Spiritualism must not be confused with profane house-spiritism. Scientific spiritualism is a very 

difficult subject, one that requires enormous knowledge and experience. It is a battle between heaven 

and hell. But as academics generally do not believe in either heaven or hell, they reject the 

supernatural right across the board.  

 

People are not prepared to bear the responsibility for their terrestrial existence.  

 

This can be clearly ascertained with the Soviets: Films that show the exit of the ASTRAL BODY 

found an atheistic explanation. These people are always mindful of how a phenomenon is 

interpreted. The Russians say: 

 
 “We are dealing with an ENERGY BODY. We are therefore not dealing with consciousness, but with an 

ENERGY that cannot be equated with physical matter.”  

 

This is a “scientific” explanation. This clearly shows that even highly intelligent human beings, 

when influenced by politics, can unfortunately not follow secondary thought patterns; they often do 

not want to or are not allowed to do so.  

 

As the human mind is limited, the whole truth might not be understood, even if it could be explained 

by spirit beings. If the human mind was more intelligent and more receptive for new ideas, 

spiritualism would spread a lot faster.  

 

People who seem to be very intelligent can, as it has been established, often not absorb new ideas 

and insights, like for instance Monsieur Thiers3, the first president of the 3rd French Republic, who 

in spite of being a highly intelligent human being could not believe that trains were something that 

was possible. But how would this pundit have reacted if he had been shown the possibility of 

travelling to the Moon in the future? – There are lot of such examples! Even scientists of renown 

can only work with those yardsticks that they accepted and subsumed as verified facts.  

 
3 Thiers, Adolphe, born in Marseille 14. 4. 1797, died Saint-Germaine-Laye, 3.9. 1877, French politician, 1836 and 1840 Minister President and 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, resisted the coup of future Napoleon III. In exile 1852 to 1853; from 1863 representative and leader of the liberal 

opposition; 1871-1873 President of the 3rd Republic; subdued the rebellion of the Paris Commune in May 1871. 



 

• Most pundits lack all practical experience in the field of scientific spiritualism.  

 

A spiritualistic researcher, who experimented for decades with reliable mediums that are beyond 

reproach and who constantly corresponded and exchanged experiences with the hereafter, is far 

superior to an academic who gained his knowledge only through reading and hearing. This the 

reason why it is imperative that the specialised adjudication of those that have years of practise in 

this specialised field of knowledge must be listen to. To find out whether one is dealing with genuine 

phenomena or with deceptions does not require an academic or a professor of psychology, because 

every serious, experienced spiritualist can adjudicate this better.  

 

Research into the hereafter is a totally neglected subject that has been exposed to lots of errors. But 

the ice has begun to melt in recent times. Thanks to modern technology it has become possible to 

bring a lot of experiments under control. The financial means to concisely record all details within 

a widely expanded framework is unfortunately lacking. The positive material represents 

incontrovertible evidence for life after death. The miss-speculations by the sciences, who want to 

dispute this fact, cannot promote our endeavours and lead to completely false deliberations. We 

genuinely regret the fact that we are unable to make all our evidence accessible to science. We 

simply lack the means to publish everything on a larger scale. 
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November 1974 

 

INTELLIGENCES from the realm of the spirit have been endeavouring for millennia to verify their 

existence and they spare neither effort nor tricks to attract the attention of the terrestrial world. We 

managed to ascertain that even physical phenomena were mentally cogitated and controlled.  

 

One recently emphasised that all spook apparitions develop from “human aggression” and that they 

can even discharge hundreds of meters away by making pictures dance on walls and crockery fly 

from shelves. So-called Poltergeists were apparently not spirits from the hereafter, but the 

“discharged aggression” of psychic people who were unaware of the resulting spook. It is sad to see 

that there are people out there disseminating such unproven nonsense and actually also believe it.  

 

Spiritualists can naturally confute such theories. The difference actually consists in the fact that the 

spiritualist’s views are supported by experiences and by evidence, whilst the animists formulate 

theories even though they lack any experience and are therefore forced to make assumptions. The 

rule-of-thumb is: 

 

• The medium supplies the spiritual SUBSTANCE, because the medium possesses quantities of 

this SUBSTANCE and can therefore emanate it freely. This ASTRAL SUBSTANCE provides 

the otherworldly with the ENERGY to create their phenomena. 

 

Parapsychologists should really be aware that the “aggression” coming from the medium must also 

contain an immeasurable SUBSTANCE who, as the carrier of intelligence, must contain the 

commands that trigger and control a phenomenon. This in itself would fully suffice to provide the 

evidence that human beings possess a soul.  

 



• One cannot come up with a theory that is supposed to verify that human beings emanate 

mysterious ENERGIES, apparently coming from the soul, and then simultaneously asseverate 

that human beings do not possess a soul. This is an absolute paradox!  

 

We experienced for instance that a medium was propelled across the room during one of our meeting 

whilst engaged in automatic writing, chair and all, ending up in a corner. There was no sign of 

“aggression” on the part of the medium, only a declaration to serve the truth. Our otherworldly 

GUIDES explained in writing right after just how the phenomenon was produced.  

 

When the government pays parapsychologists and gives them research assignments, it does not 

expects the evidence in return that human beings actually possess an immortal soul and that they 

have to give account for their deeds in the hereafter, they rather expect the evidence that this is 

actually not the case. So what is a parapsychologist supposed to do? – He will guard against 

spreading the truth, even if he discovered it. The evidence for this may not be published, because 

what should not be, cannot be. Once in possession of the truth, mankind’s leaders cannot continue 

to govern, well at least not the way they presently do.  

 

Physicians have to swear an oath, namely that they will help mankind under all circumstances and 

that they will preserve life as best as they can. Researchers in the field of parapsychology do not 

have to swear an oath that obliges them to promote the truth. 

 

• The numerous letters that we received verify that scientists are not allowed to say anything, 

because it would jeopardise their future. The same applies to Church officials. 
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December 1974 

 

Mankind has known for millennia that there is a spiritual CONTINUANCE after death. Influential 

people have either enervated or ignored all such evidence for millennia. This is an almost incredible 

situation for all sincere researchers into the hereafter or spiritualists. One would really have to 

assume that experts engaged in ESP research know that all human beings are influenced by the 

effects of INSPIRATION every minute of the day. Negative FORCES are naturally also at work 

within these constant influences and they go all out to possibly dissuade all human beings from 

becoming convinced of the survival of their soul.  

 

All of us know that the world is rapidly heading towards a situation that spells chaos. Who bears 

the blame for this terrible situation? – It isn’t just dictators and other leaders of mankind. Those that 

remain in the background and falsely inform people from there are also to blame. When for instance 

a renowned expert in parapsychology, rejects all evidence in regards to life after death and 

reincarnation, or when he discriminates against a bodacious evidence that has absolute probative 

force with the most primitive excuses and explanations, his words also contribute towards the 

negative development that takes place on this planet.  

 

• For as long as mankind has not grasped the fact that every human being survives death in a 

GREATER WORLD, it will not respect terrestrial laws either.  

 

• People must know that SPHERES exist that correspond to their individual development. 

Nobody can therefore escape the consequences of their sins and their vices. They must atone 

for them.  



 

Scientists that deal so carelessly and so asininely with spiritual evidence do not seem to be aware of 

the enormous responsibility they bear in respect to mankind’s development. For as long as they see 

fit to dupe mankind with stupid explanations and illogical definitions, things on Earth will not 

improve. Murder, wars, hatred and all other negative behaviourisms will rather increase than abate.  

 

Let’s take the research with tape recorders as an example: There are tape recorded messages that 

include the VOICES of otherworldly beings. This type of evidence is absolutely irreproachable and 

it cannot be refuted. The sciences however still dare to suggest that the experimenter might 

subconsciously transfer certain thoughts onto the tape. Those that seriously deal with VOICE 

RESEARCH must cast their eyes to the heavens when scientists come up with such nonsense.  

 

The same applies to automatic psychic writing.  

 

It is also the same in regards to ufology.  

 

These bumptious circles are not ashamed to produce the most asinine explanations in order to veil 

the facts. One asks oneself whether there is an overriding authority that could forbid this abuse of 

the truth.  

 

Our work circle has conducted way over 1,000 séances up to now and it established excellent 

communications with otherworldly beings. More than 8,000 printed pages were formulated in the 

process. The quality is excellent and extremely informative. One asserts now that we have been 

communicating with our own subconscious for 20 years and that we allowed our subconscious to 

unknowingly dupe us? – A really absurd idea! 
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January 1975 

 

One was of the opinion just a few decades ago that all supernatural phenomena had nothing to do 

with science. One is of a slightly different opinion these days, because parapsychology has become 

part of science, even if only as an unloved child. This relatively young university science is however 

still in its infancy. Why is this so? – Academic parapsychology does not abide by the research results 

spiritualism has already formulated. It wants to reinvent the wheel as it were and pursue its own 

path. This however drastically elongates the path of research, because one will undoubtedly make 

the same mistakes spiritualists acknowledged making long ago.  

 

The concept of “spiritualism” is scientifically so notorious that one decided to use a modern term 

instead so that the resulting prejudices do not interfere with this research. But phenomena under the 

name of “ESP” must also be explained. This is however impossible, because they will only be 

explained based on mistakes.  

 

• For as long as parapsychology is not willing to accept the survival of the soul, there will be 

no truthful explanation. One is however not willing to take this step, because one would 

confess to side with spiritualism and no longer with animism.4  

 

 
4 Animism, occult theory that ascribes parapsychological apparitions to the energies of living human beings. 



The sciences will always use the well-worn excuse of the stereotypical explanation that they are 

confronted with an enigma, because the phenomenon is genuine, but inexplicable. These phenomena 

are certainly explainable for the experienced spiritualist! But his experiences are unfortunately 

ignored.  

 

Television shows parapsychological research results to the public. Professor Hans Bender always 

uses meaningless words like “interesting, but inexplicable”. – Dear professor Bender, allow an 

experienced spiritualist to say the following: 

 
 “Every supernatural phenomenon is manipulated. Every human being is manipulated to a higher or lesser 

degree, either positively or negatively according to the opportunities their character allows. It entirely 

depends on who effects the manipulation. Professor, you too are manipulated. The realm of the spirit is 

really masterful when it comes to manipulating.  

 

 Spook phenomena that are especially effective are there to draw the attention of terrestrial people to the 

realm of the spirit. All kinds of means are correct. Take an interest in native tribes for instance – and you 

will find thousands of such phenomena. How do you think the pyramids came into being? Also through 

manipulation! Spooks and other contacts cannot be transferred to laboratories, because most of them are 

tied to a locality.  

 When a small child commits some prank during the night – who will disprove that it was not committed 

in a somnambulist state under the influence of base spirit beings?  

 

 Extremely informative are the words of a medium who told his mother: ‘I don’t give a stuff about your 

love.’ – This is already a sign of possession, because a possessing spirit speaks these words through him. 

Dr. Wickland wrote a book about this. Study it carefully!  

 

 Every spook always requires medium, because the aggression of the spirit being requires it. It must 

provide the ENERGY for the manipulation. A spook is difficult to produce when a medium is missing.  
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A lot of academics immediately resort to the knowledge their studies provided them with when 

confronted with a spiritual phenomenon in order to have a practical yardstick for an assessment. 

This yardstick, empirically taught at universities, is as follows: 

 
 The human brain produces thoughts and contains one’s consciousness. 

 

According to this dogma, whose insight content has never been verified, the human existence 

outside of the brain can never be a reality. Almost all scientists therefore assess all such phenomena 

in a negative way. Only a few exceptions try to extricate themselves from such prejudices.  

 

• Because of this aberration, unambiguously refuted by spiritualism, millions of financial means 

are frittered away in order to do further research in the wrong direction.  

 

The realm of the spirit provides immaculate evidence of an otherworldly existence. This evidence 

however fails against a university doctrine that is based on an unpardonable aberration. Most 

scientists do not accept Spiritualism’s or Spiritism’s claims as evidence of a life in the hereafter, 

because they do not dare to debilitate the views of universities. This is the reason why spiritualists 

are forced to take on the responsibility to do their own research in order to be able to lead a battle 

against such a dangerous aberration.  



 

• This universal aberration caused a situation here on Earth that generally threatens the life of 

every terrestrial citizen. Just how incredibly important clarification really is therefore 

becomes very apparent.  

 

The sciences naturally have the last word. This last word can be the salvation of all of humanity.  

 

• It has been spiritually verified that people’s consciousness, with its ability to cogitate and its 

memories, can also exist outside of the brain. Contacts with otherworldly beings clearly show 

their character and peculiarities of their personality.  

 

The “Soviet Russian Dialectic Materialism” is an absolute aberration of a doctrine that only serves 

political purposes. This aberration of a doctrine maintains that the human soul cannot exist outside 

of the body, because consciousness is apparently tied to physical matter. This represents a scientific 

backwardness that does not fit in with the general development of our time. This is the reason why 

thousands of people are misdiagnosed and receive the wrong treatment, because they are considered 

“schizophrenics” whilst one is actually dealing with possessions by base spirits. One was aware of 

what possession where in the past and one tried to heal them through exorcisms.  

 

But as this very deplorable mistake makes modern medicine believe that the possession through evil 

spirits is not possible, these clairaudient people are assessed as suffering from “schizophrenia”. Dr. 

Wickland was in spiritual contact with possession spirits for 30 years and conducted research in this 

direction. The fact that such important research results are simply ignored is quite incredible.  

 

The sciences lack a neutral control panel, because it is not right for aberrations to become so 

powerful that they trigger chain reactions of false definitions and assumptions to the detriment of 

all of mankind.   
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Academic science plays a very major role in the life all people. The things students learn at 

universities represent the investigated truth to them. This truth is valid until it is replaced through 

new insights. This measure of scientific experiences is presented over again – and the things that 

are contrary to school taught wisdom can and may not exist. The animistic answer to all experiences 

of worldwide spiritualism is therefore still: “Impossible and unthinkable”.  

 

In order to take the wind out of the sail of this field of knowledge one always points to the fact that 

most results and most evidence stems from non-academics that therefore did not possess sufficient 

logic and study experience. Academic science is however not capable of undertaking the same kind 

of successful experiments as non-academics can in spite of this. The result of this is that the public 

remains falsely informed and continues to rely on the judgment of academic science. The public at 

large however also includes powerful politicians and many Fathers of the Church. 

 

Eminent researchers in the field of otherworldly phenomena are indeed autodidacts, ergo self-taught. 

It is however absurd to assume that autodidacts are uninformed people one cannot trust to undertake 

careful investigations. Some great inventions and insights have been formulated by autodidacts, 

even in technically complicated fields like for instance electronics and also by amateur radio 

operators.  



 

• A good autodidact can be far better informed than an academic scientist who does not have 

the opportunity of firsthand experience.  

 

The autodidact selects his own disciplines and does not have to depend on the sciences’ ingrained 

dogmas and prejudices. The autodidact generates an enormous assiduousness to inform himself. He 

consumes shelf after shelf of reference books and investigates whatever he can. Such an ambition 

to learn is hardly ever be observed with ordinary students. 

 

After years and years of intensive self-studying his chosen subject, the autodidact will reach a point 

where his knowledge will surpass that of many an expert. The autodidact will reject everything he 

regards unimportant and he will concentrate solely on his chosen subject by looking at everything 

with a magnifying glass. Such an undertaking naturally requires good logic, because he could never 

turn into a real specialist in this difficult field of knowledge without it.  

 

To discriminate against these genuine researchers, who have such a great love for their subject 

matter, is therefore incredibly arrogant and conceited.  

 

If one for instance makes a well-known animist the manager of an institute that deals with psychic 

phenomena, ergo with parapsychology and if one unconditionally believes everything he dishes up, 

one is dealing with a case of misinforming the population on Earth. As an animist he is committed 

to never admitting that something could be different than what animism dictates. It is impossible for 

him to instigate the reversal of such a taboo. This is why only an open-minded researcher can 

undertake this task, one who starts with his task with a clear mind. We also completely cleared our 

minds at the start of our very successful investigations.    
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A considerable part of science does not consist of verified experiences or genuine insights, but of 

assumptions, contemplations, points of view and analogies. All of these things are taken into 

consideration to assess spiritual phenomena. This is the reason why the popular mistake that 

consciousness is supposed to be a function of the human brain is still accepted throughout the world. 

If this was correct, spiritism and spiritualism would either be a self-deception or a delusion. But if 

the sciences would give the results of research into the hereafter more credibility, a spiritual change 

would perforce take place on this planet.  

 

• Every human being is incessantly in spiritual contact with the hereafter, during their 

terrestrial life as well as after their demise.  

 

A well-known doctor asked me: 

 
 “Do you have any evidence that consciousness can also be active outside of the physical body?” 

 

I answered: 

 
 “Certainly, all observations in respect to people under the influence of drugs and addictions have shown 

that they consciously left their body and were able to think without the brain and that all other perception 

capabilities were also intact.”  

 



About 20 years ago I was extraordinarily clairaudient. I was able to converse with all spirit beings. 

This opportunity was used to show me just how strongly people are influenced by spirit beings. 

Every thought is controlled or at least telepathically understood. A kind of co-production between 

the here and now and the hereafter always takes place. This clairaudience, something that happens 

quite often, is not understood by doctors and unless they have had personal experience, they define 

it an “illness”.  

 

Dr. Emil Mattiesen explained in his three scientific books that consciousness is also active outside 

of physical matter. The same results were produced by Dr. Wickland who experimented with 

otherworldly entities for 30 years. Besides these two cases, there are thousands of other pieces of 

evidence that are strangely enough simply ignored and twisted out of context through pseudo-

arguments.  

 

During a physical examination by a public health officer I was asked how I could discern that I was 

in contact with spirit beings and that I had not produced my own thoughts, something that is called 

split personality? This was relatively simple in my case, because the spirit being that took a special 

interest in me informed me about things that I was not able to recognise at the time – things that I 

only came across later.  

 

• Conversations that took place in other rooms were translated. 

 

• Visitors were announced that I had not yet seen.  

 

• Thoughts about me by other people were mentally transmitted to me.  

 

• My behaviour was constantly criticised. 

 

The whole thing ended up being a training exercise designed as the preparation for this mission. I 

can only assure each and every one that our world would look entirely different if the sciences were 

prepared to show more respect to those that gained bodacious experience in the field of the 

supernatural. CHRIST did not say without reason that: “There is a place in the hereafter were 

howling and the chattering of teeth reigns.” This is not a cock-and-bull story, but a real fact, a fact 

I could partially convince myself of. (See the protocol: “The great encounter”) 
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Communicating with the hereafter presupposes that spirit beings who can make contact with us 

actually exist. Millions of experiments have shown that this is possible. Even if the answers that one 

receives do not always have otherworldly characteristics and sometimes seem insane, they have 

nothing to do with providing the actual evidence. Providing the final evidence is actually in the 

hands of scientists, because the broader masses and its leadership rely on the judgments made at 

universities. But this is where the snag is!  

 

Today’s scientists believe more than ever that they are called upon to fight all superstitions and 

unnatural cults with severe means. But as they have not received any schooling in this sector, they 

lack the knowledge of our important EXISTENCE that is specifically and enormously important for 

every human being.  

 



The disorder in this world, the cruelty and inhumaneness as well as the misunderstanding between 

nations and people are the absolute result of this, because one is not capable of investigating and 

acknowledging what private researchers and idealists have formulated over thousands of years 

through their contact with the DEPARTED.  

 

If the responsible representatives of science had the opportunity to keep track of the results right 

from the beginning, they would have a completely different opinion. A perversion or 

misinterpretation would then be completely impossible. These things are only possible where the 

experience of a living overview is lacking. We experienced just how impossible television people 

behaved because they were convinced that they could debunk this “humbug”.  

 

Here is a short guide, something we investigated and formulated over 23 years with the help of well 

over one thousand contacts with the hereafter: 

 

• Every contact with the hereafter reveals the existence of two forces, namely GOOD and EVIL. 

One can recognise that the EVIL SIDE constantly tries to attack the GOOD SIDE and that it 

tries to interfere with contacts in order to prevent all positive indoctrinations.  

 

• The insane are not just in this world, they are also represented in the hereafter. Anti-social 

elements are also active in the realm of the spirit. Besides, there are plenty of ungodly entities 

who stoop to every possible blasphemy and who can become virtually perfect in what they 

do. Those that were criminals here are criminals in the hereafter also.  

 

• One cannot achieve a positive result with a predefined atheistic attitude or contempt.  

 

• Those that deal with base spirits –they are attracted through one’s own mental atheistic attitude 

– are lied to and taken for a ride. There are an infinite number of SLOUCHES on the OTHER 

SIDE who like to drive away their boredom in this way. This includes the incitation to suicide 

or murder and in order to gain more attention, they might even suggest that this takes place in 

GOD’S NAME. There are GROUPS on the other side that utilise all contacts to destroy people 

belief in goodness. This can end up being extremely sophisticated.   

 

• But there are also good GROUPS, they are very intelligent and knowledgeable and they 

promote the positive endeavours of terrestrial experimenters in every respect. One can be sure 

that positive spirit beings do not function as traitors or denunciators.      
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Not only the Churches, but also the sciences have their dogmas. Dogmas are however not genuine 

insights, but assumptions that developed based on certain clues.  

 

• It has become apparent over centuries that dogmas have been elevated in standing to such a 

degree that they are now unjustly seen as empirical insights.  

 

Scientific research results must either concur with genuine insights or remain within the framework 

of dogmatic concepts, they are otherwise not acknowledged, unfortunately not even if one is dealing 

with absolute truths.  

 



This represents an enormous hindrance to research, because everything that is carefully researched 

but does not fit within this framework, is sneered at or put down as an aberration or self-deception. 

The same happens with all supernatural phenomena, because they show themselves in a light that 

does not fit into the prescribed thought patterns of university science.  

 

We managed to achieve excellent results and we entertained contact with the souls of lots of 

otherworldly human beings. We did not engage in profane conversations, our conversations 

certainly contained a high level of science, well even better than one finds here on Earth.  

 

• We did not ask superfluous or senseless questions, but always tried to provide mankind with 

a service.  

 

• We found out that the so-called hereafter abides by its own LAWS and that they have nothing 

to do with physical, terrestrial laws.  

The sciences established their own boundaries and they may not be crossed; whatever shows itself 

outside of these boundaries must therefore be wrong. One therefore answers with the words: “The 

sciences are confronted with an enigma!” This enigma arises from the fact that phenomena cannot 

be classified within these set boundaries. Marred by these circumstance the sciences set themselves 

the task to verify the assumed mistake (!).Just where this egotistical nonsense leads to can be worked 

out by every reader by themselves.   

 

No surprise then that our extra-terrestrial visitor think that we are extremely backward, because 

these visits by extra-terrestrials are also seen as deceptions, simply because they do not fit within 

the framework of these self-imposed boundaries. One tries to verify an alleged mistake here also, 

something that has however not been possible after all these years of dealing with ufology. What is 

missing here is open-mindedness, that is to say, the extrication from beliefs one adopted based on 

scientific dogmas.  

 

That one would be able to visit the Moon one day was thought impossible only a few decades ago, 

even more so that it would be possible to communicate with radio stations here on Earth from there. 

But this dogma of impossibility has now disappeared. It is now time for the dogma of people’s 

“absolute death” to also be eliminated. We have thousands of experiences and insights to prove the 

opposite. Only academic arrogance prevents an absolute breakthrough in this direction. Such a 

breakthrough on behalf of the truth could change the thought processes on the whole planet and 

bring peace to all of us.  

 

• When a dogma is wrong, all subsequent assumptions and explanations based on it must 

perforce also be wrong. 

 

The dogma in regards to death is wrong! 

 

This is not a religious interpretation, but the absolute result of research.  
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The public at large has a very high opinion of science. Scientific insights gained so far are quite 

incredible. Particularly interesting is the co-operation between science and technology. We are 



however still surprised that is has not been possible to finally say “yes” to the research results of 

parapsychology.  

 

• In spite of all the falsifications and mistakes, there is still a plethora of evidence for one’s 

spiritual existence after one’s “death”. This evidence is heedlessly passed by as if one was 

dealing with a superstition that was not even worth talking about.  

 

Due to the development of technology the evidence looks different from what it looked like years 

ago. It is now possible to provide objective evidence that spiritualism is no humbug, but a 

professional science of the highest importance, with the help of complicated apparatuses.  

 

The ignorance shown in this field of knowledge is unworthy of today’s sciences. Their standing is 

damaged in the worst possible way, because there are people amongst these scientists and academics 

that are not ashamed to ridicule our bodacious research endeavours in the field of researching the 

hereafter. A misdemeanour serious science cannot afford to make. This will produce a boomerang 

effect that will show the sciences in an unflattering light.   

 

One asks oneself the question of where is the authority that protects the scientific dignity from being 

damaged. It surely cannot be that educated people assess bodacious phenomena in such an idiotic 

manner? Serious research results gathered over many years are simply dismissed with words like: 

“Interesting – but also mysterious.” – And that’s the end of it!  

 

We admit that hundreds of thousands of reference books would have to disappear from bookshelves 

and that all research endeavours would have to change direction, but a love for the truth and the 

courage to deal with the consequences must be there. If this does not happen, the devilish, cancerous 

growth within science will continue to grow. 

 

ESP research therefore selects its own direction, but this direction unfortunately often leads into 

negativity, because a HIGHER INSIGHT is lacking, namely: 

 

• That human beings are immortals souls who have to undergo a learning process during every 

incarnation.  

 

Academic scientists will also not be able to by-pass this insight. But it is unfortunately too late. We 

were told by our MESSENGERS of LIGHT that a terrible calamitousness reigns in the lower 

SPHERES of the realm of the spirit, because scientists and theologians in particular inhabit these 

spiritual SLUMS where they bemoan the mistakes they made. This is not an idle threat based on 

superstition, but the result that has been arduously formulated by excellent, international 

investigators.  

 

• Those that are not prepared to believe that they’re “on thin ice“ will break through it.  

 

• Those that are not prepared to believe that spiritualism offers genuine truths and insights will 

end up with demons.  

 

Nobody can change this. 

 

Only one’s own INSIGHT counts! 
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Scientist have been trying to solve the mystery of how some the enormous edifices of the past were 

constructed. They did not have cranes and transporters but they transported tons of hewn stones for 

miles in spite of this. The construction of the pyramids represents an absolute enigma, because all 

our technological experience does not provide us with an answer.  

 

We received some clues in regards to the method of construction during our séances. People 

however only derisively sneer, because they are dealing with information from the realm of the 

spirit. One is not keen on spirits, because they remind us of dying and of otherworldly 

responsibilities and account giving. Scientific thought processes are not interested in this either. 

 

Today’s science clearly and articulately asserts: 
 We are in no way interested in magic, because we hold the opinion that this type of wizardry is pure 

superstition. 

 

This is a scientific prejudice that blocks an incredible series of insights. The SANTINER 

recommend that we scientifically explore magic. Magic taps into SOURCES of ENERGY we have 

no inkling of that they even exist.  

 

The SANTINER are supposed to have participated in the construction of some of these enormous 

buildings of the past. The SANTINER were able to control gravity with the help of magic insights 

– and they can still do this even now. They are able to conquer the gigantic distances of space and 

they can lift extremely heavy loads.  

 

• Magic however doesn’t offer its services of its own accord, it must searched for and 

investigated! 

 

The initial start of all such investigations can only take place via spiritism. Spiritualism and spiritism 

must co-operate, because the instructions for any investigation go via spiritualism, whilst spiritism 

manages the execution of physical phenomena. This field of knowledge has unfortunately been 

declared taboo, because one does not want to know anything about the hereafter and its ample 

opportunities. Our conversations with academics clearly showed how incredibly ignorant and how 

falsely orientated these scientists are. They have completely false concepts and they can hardly put 

their minds to the task.  

 

• These contact opportunities are however closely linked to religion and wherever religion 

makes an appearance, the devil with his ASSISTANTS is never far away. 

 

A lot of scientists are unfortunately not inclined to believe in the existence of the devil. All we can 

say to them is: Based on our 23 years of contact with the hereafter and its ENTITIES, we know with 

absolute certainty that: 

 

THE DEVIL DOES EXIST! 

 

We have dealt with him for years. He attacked us, waylaid us, spied on us and caused us damage 

wherever he could. He was out for revenge and made our lives difficult. All founders of religions 

had to deal with him and were attacked and hindered by him. Even if they used various names for 



him, he is and remains the same powerful, but unfortunately negative spirit. That he is not easily 

subdued is verified by the armament and the wars that is and are still taking place. This armament 

is unfortunately not directed at him, but against GOD’S creatures, against human beings.  

 

• Magic is not something demonic, but a COSMIC ENERGY guided by COSMIC LAWS.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle continues to report its experiences 
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The Soviet Russian Dialectic Materialism made an assertion that is an out and out lie, but it is still 

disseminated as the truth in spite of this, and its consequences are still impossible to ascertain. This 

“scientific” lie is: “Consciousness is tied to matter.” There is no evidence that this assertion is true, 

but it fits wonderfully within the ungodly philosophy of the Communist Party.  

People’s thoughts are part of their consciousness. How can this fact agree with the assertion that 

telepathy is scientifically and empirically also accepted by the Russians? If human thoughts and 

thought process can race through space, at lightning speed and across infinite distances, so that a 

medium can receive them, it is impossible to assert that these thoughts can only exist when they are 

tied to matter. On the contrary – thoughts completely ignore matter; they absolutely smash though 

physical matter – even though thick panels made of lead. They can also not be influenced by 

electricity.  

 

This fact alone explicitly shows what one should think of this Dialectic Materialism. We are not 

dealing with a scientific truth here, but with an opium for the masses. It is not about a religion that 

promotes the idea of one’s spiritual survival. Someone with scruples can never become a member 

of the communist party. This is why scruples have to be eliminated first.  

 

Scientific spiritualism offers sufficient clues that consciousness is not found in the body, but in the 

cosmos. The nonsense spread by the Soviet Russian Dialectic Materialism merrily continuous on its 

way by asserting that physical matter always existed, eternal was and is – ergo was not created and 

that is as good as GOD. It is supposed to be more beneficial to contemplate physical matter than 

GOD. – What stands behind this assertion does not have to be explained.  

 

The objective of this doctrine is actually nothing more than to enthuse people for communism’s 

ideology. The simpleminded citizen is not able to check this assertion, he is also not capable of 

contemplating this nonsense. Everything is presented to him as “high science”. Russian scientists 

have known for a long time that SOMETHING exists, something that has its existence outside of 

matter and that it must have an eminent function.  

 

• Politics really gets in the way of the truth because it rather deals with lies because they fit 

better within its program.  

 

It is however deplorable that students accept these kind of intentions as credible, especially as they 

are told that Russian science is of a considerable high standard. Such mistake can however threaten 

the lives of millions. One should take this into consideration! 

 

The sciences know that physical constructions take place through INFORMATION. It is equally 

known that this INFORMATION is of a spiritual nature. We are dealing with commands in regards 

to the behaviourism of molecules. Even though one deals with this INFORMATION on a daily 



basis, no word is ever said about the fact that INFORMATION requires an INFORMER. This 

INFORMER cannot coincidentally spread some nonsense, he has a very specific aim, a program, 

and he has a plethora of experiences.  

 

- The End -  
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